and Asthmatic Disord ,
than ONE tenth Of all J?'
ial deaths in (|lis
e
a,fb «re stated to be? 7 a,,(i

WSCrMPTioS’
»fleeted, at an uac„„q X j
■
An obslinX *
'Hvuksive cough is the ! ’• Vl0‘
CONSUMPTION -nri •
n ol horrors ; increased hei"’J
‘7 i oppression of ,|le £‘‘M.
M bloody spittle ; loss of s’*8''
reuse of thirst ■ tdce' ated ,
eats and hectic fever • o..n
r
body ; shrivelled
_ weakening disc|,

“

>»d an agonizing death. The,
s nipped in the bud by the t^
anon of that long tried and iB,
dicirip,
H
clfe’s Asthmatic Pills'
Jeen known to cure persons’stlt),
j^rgone in a Consumption, J
Hhe appearance of approach.'

also constitute an excellent Prr
"ctNK. Those therefore 4,
With the common coughs 0CCil
acrid humors, tickling ¡n ,|<
luxions upon the lungs, deori
•lient of refreshing sleep, and
rodncmg the train of P«/W0Wfl.
t, will receive from the use of
tain, and frequently the most
heering relief. They appeasr
remote easy expectoration, p.
ten cure protracted, obstinate
ressing cases. Cow»iO/i Co/i/y
removed by the Pills jn a

s also afford immediate relief
>mg and suffocating complaint
ha.
In attacks of this disease
by difficulty of breathingstricture across the breast and
oppressive flatulence ; wheez? and hoarseness ; costiveness
Ihmatic symptoms, the timely
i of Dr. Relle’s Pills, invariably
attack, often insures permanent
metimes effects a radical cure,
may be taken with the most
’;is they require, in ordinary
inement, and may be adminisutmost confidence to all ages
f people.
lülar Pills have been used by
th unexampled success, in »
cases, from those of the slight>t the most confirmed characpowerful agency has been
vive from the bed of sickness,
cted and emaciated victim, and
t again to “ the busy hum of
? man of business in the full
he blessings of health.
f of which, the following, from
testimonials, are respectfully
3d your Dr. Relfe’s Asthmtitthma, difficulty of breathing,
ion, when all other medicine
d have found them most ex)ther Physician writes : “ I
ur Relfe's Asthmatic Pills
of mine, whose case had re
ng ; the cough has certainly
orrespondent writes : “ The
lls give such astonishing re
common colds, coughs, &c.
Relieve unless they make the
'les: j^Your (Dr. Rdfer&
Is have performed a miracu5 town. A man about 50z
ed some months; his feet
swollen ; a bad cough ; rest, and was given over by his
friends, who considered him
consumption ; after taking
hese Pills all the threaten’
are removed, and he is fasti
i of Plymouth, 70 years of
of an Asthma, by three boxbeen afflicted upwards of

dy of Boston, was severely1
e years with a violent coughr,
eathing, spitting of blood?
deprived of sleep, and uniited.
In this distressing
ing tried other Medicine ini
lered as past relief, on takxes of these Pills, her cougb
of her symptoms left her,
ed, and her health was perL
*• whole, boxes of
r half do. of 12 Pills, with. <

from the Original Recipe in*
)r. W. T. Conway, by his.
essor, and the Sole Propri)ER, and for sale at his j
i, No. 99, next door to J. '
Store, corner of Court and
near Concert Hall, Boston,, i
by his special appointment,
all the valuable Medicines
the late Dr. Conway) by
H SMART, Kennebunk.
^OPE, Kennebunk-port.
AFIELD, Wells.

mt made to those who buy

G. FENNER,
LLY tenders his services as.
\N & SURGEON, to tb.ft
red and vicinity.
.as Derby’s Store.
eph Sa y ward’s, Esq.
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I of Daw Appleton et als.—of Luther Mitchell et cur
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
als.-of Thomas Wilder et als_of Betsey But- of commercial excbanglf ptsseasing an'mS ' sSened<inl7’ '"i1 ?aD.only be Jus|i<ied by
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
J
Remonstrance of Gardiner Gove et als of man et als.
J AMES K. REMICH.
Message from the Senate proposing a conven
Westport, against the right of John Cunningham
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House. to a seat in the House, and contending for the tion of the two Houses at 11 o’clock for the pur widely extended land, and enablin
' ”
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
right of John Chase to a seat as Representative pose of choosing a Councillor for Kennebec dis r
^v-.rom any other course.
Referred to the trict. Ihe House concurred.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— from the town of Westport.
with ease and safety. When if was ' deemed
Tt has produced a-state of things which
Interest w.ll be charged on all subscriptions which Committee on Contested Elections.
Message from the Senate proposing a conven expedient by Government to change or deought not to exist one moment longer than
Mr. F°x presented the petition of J. F. Weeks tion on Monday next at 11 o’clock for the pur
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
1
siroy
jr,
all
practical
men
admitted
that
we
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub et als for alteration in the act for the relief of pose of receiving the communication of the Gov
such necessity exists-and the Banks should
- then enjoyed a safe, sound and highly conve
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
the indigent blind.
ernor. House concurred.
be lequired to resume specie payments at the
1 he publisher does not hold himself responsible for
nient currency, which coulff hardly be im et rhest moment that it can be done consistPetitions-of Wm. Ames-Of Joseph Hobson
In Convention of the two Houses.
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount and olhers-of Samuel Warren et als.-from the
proved,
and
might
be
impaiied
or
destroyed,
Agreeably to assignment the two branches of
et itly with the best interests of the whola
charged for ils insertion.
Senate of Jonn Pame et als. for the the repeal the Legislature assembled in convention at 11 by sudden changes, or ill considered schemes P< iople.
of the small bill law, which were referred to the o clock to fill the vacancy in the Council by of improvement. The events of the last year I
have fully demonstrated that the predictions ob An irredeemable paper currency is justly
joint select committee who have that subject un choosing a Councillor for Kennebec District
Maine legislature,
der consideration.
J
Messrs. Belcher, Lake, Whipple of the Senate, and fears of those who anticipated evil, from ! tet J1O*JW1° the community, and'ean be but
SENATE.
Mr. Appleton of Portland said he had the hon and Dunlap of Brunswick, Levenseler ofThom- untried and uncertain experiments upon the f TT nporarity^endured as a choice of evils,
or of presenting apetition from 1200 ladies of aston, Allen of Oxford, Butler of Newport, and currency of the>buntry, were not the mere t~ w only paper currency which can or ought
THURSDAY, JAN. 18.
A message was received from the House pro | Fortland praying fur an alteration of the License Lord or Kennebunk, were appointed to receive, assertions and prophecies of zealous oppon- to hnd favor is one based upon the precious
yand as it came from the ‘better portion’ sort and count the voles for Councillor. Having I ents, but the far reaching views of experien metals, convertible at the will of the bolder
posing a convention in the Representatives’ «
Hall, to-inorrow afternoon at three o’clock, for o.-me community, and a consideration of the amended to the duty assigned them, they report ced statesmen, anxious io preserve what ex into gold and silver, without hinderance or
ed as follows :
J 1
delay.
the purpose of electing seven Councillors to ad subject was properly within the sphere of ladies,
perience had proved salutary and useful.
Whole number of votes
The present st^of the Banks, and the
196
vise the Governor, and also for the election of a he moved that it be read. The reading was or
It
is
undoubtedly
true,
that
there
is
a
dispo

Necessary to a choice
99
peculiar relation they now sustain to the
Secretary of State, and a Treasurer fur the cur dered.
Ashur Hinds has
sition in the community to attribute to the ac
On motion of Mr. Appleton,
rent political year.
105
community, call fora watchful guard, and a
Alfred Marshall
Ordered, That a Joint Select Committee con
tion of Government effects which are the re strict
88
Mr. Ham said he hoped the Senate would not
investigation into their means and
Others
sult of other causes. But when, as in the modes of conducting business. But in addi
3
«oncur for the present. It struck him, he said, sisting of one from each County on the part of
The
accepted and Ashur Hinds instance before us, the general government
- - report was
„„„ -vvwpuxu,
as being ratfre;r premature. We had better get the House, be raised to inquire into the expedition to the confidence the public justly feel in
our governor quitted, and it will then be time mkCyr°Haltering’ or rePealin£ the license law. declared duly elected Councillor to advise the avowedly undertook to interfere, and to the integrity and capacity of those who ad
enough to take th<f necessary steps to provide 1 he following gentlemen were appointed on the Governor for the current political year. The change the fixed and delicate operations of
minister their affairs, we have a strong guar
convention then dissolved.
him with a council,ysuch seemed to him to be the part of the House.
the monetary system, by a new and untried antee of safety in the provision which, to a
Messrs. Appleton of Cumberland, flight of
Jn House of Representatives.
proper course, but if any gentleman thought
experiment,
with
the
promise
of
equally
fa

Petitions of Wrn. Ballard et als.—of Ezra Mancertain extent, holds individual property lia
differently, he should be pleased to hear his York, Garcelon of Lincoln, Howe of Oxford,
Hu mes of Kennebec, Dodge of Somerset, Mc- tor et als. for repeal of License Law, came from vorable results, and when predicted effects ble for the debts and promises of the corpora
views.
*
*
*
have
resulted
from
the
causes
in
operation,
it
tion. But at all times, and especially in the
He had no feeling on the subject—his only ob Crillis of Waldo, Doane of Penobscot, Hincks of the benate referred. House concur,
JoS' Win^ate et als. for repeal of seems just and proper that the people should present aspect of affairs, the Banks must ex
ject was to proceed in a parliamentary manner. Hancock, and Dana'of Washington. [The Sen « Pei!i D°.n,
hold their rulers respopsible for the evils pect, what the people have a right to de
He then moved that the question on concurring ate concurred, and Messrs. Soule, Woodman, ©mail Bill Law, was presented and referred.
Robinson of Lincoln, Higginsand Whipple, were
Adj. to meet at 10 o’clock next Monday.
which have come upon them.
with the House be put.
mand, that the constituted guardians of the
appointed
this
committee
on
the
part
of
the
Sen

I should be most happy if it was in my public interests, will carefully investigate and
The question was then taken, and the Senate ate.]
MONDAY, JAN. 22.
concurred in the above proposition without a di
power to suggest for your consideration a fearlessly adopt all measures deemed neces
vision.
The following gentlemen were appointed a course of State legislation, calculated to resary to bring the present unfortunate course
The Secretary ofState came in and laid upon
Committee to take into consideration the subject lieve the community, and restore again a
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
the table the returns of cashiers of banks and
Petitions for alteration or repeal of License Law, of the North Eastern Boundary, agreeably to an I sound currency and the regular operations of to an end, and restore again the former safe
and satisfactory modes of conducting their
clerks of corporations in this State, made agree presented and rejerred-of 1200 ladies of Fortland-of order passed a few days since :—
commercial intercourse. But it seems to me
Lincoln Rqdey et als.-of William Gooding- et als—of
able to the resolve of the Legislature.
Messrs. Sheldon of Kennebec, Tenny of Som plain that, as the evils have come upon us by a flairs.
It cannot, I think, be expected that the
The petition of sundry inhabitants of Scarbor Abner Gurus etals—of Samuel M. Fond et als.—of erset, Dudley of York, Levensaler of Lincoln,
ough, to be set off from said town and annexed Isaac Eaton et als.—of Peter Talbot et als.—of Wil Goodenow of Oxford, Roberts of Penobscot, the action of the general government, we Legislature will attempt to legalize by statute
liam V\ eniworth et als.-of James H. Curtis et als.—of
must
look
to
the
same
source
for
the
legisla

to Saco, came from the House accompanied with Caleb Eastman et als.-of Andrew Clark el als.—of Small of Cumberhnd, Fowler of Waldo, Norris
the suspension, or release the Banks from
tion which shall relieve us. A currency to their le^al obligations to their creditors, as
an order, that notice be served upon the town Clement Parker et als.-of Rachael Parker et als.--of of Washington and West of Hancock.
answer the great ends for which it is design such a course, I apprehend, would be un
clerks of Scarborough and Saco, and that fur James Bradbury et als.-of Joseph B. Whitney et als.
In Convention of the two Houses.
ther notice be given by publishing the petition ---of Ruel Drmk water et als.—of Sarah Drink water et
Agreeably to assignment, the two Houses of ed, must be national in its character, and it is constitutional and inexpedient ; or, that on
in certain newspapers.
Louisa Frost et als.-ofCaleb Hobart et als.- the Legislature assembled in Convention for the in vain to expect that the independent action the other hand,it will take advantage of a
of inhabitants of town of Wells-of Amos Osgood et als. purpose of receiving the communication of the of twenty six different Governments can ever
state of things so extraordinary, unprecedent
,• tvdrel als--°f
E- Woodman el als.-of Governor.
FRIDAY, JAN. 19.
produce a uniform or wholesome state, with
Epzabem W Lawton et als.—of Joseph Trott et als.—
Mr. Webster of Orono, was charged with a out more concert of action than can ever be ed, and unexpected,to declare their charters
Mr. Littlefield, President of the Senate, appear of ^ahum E. Rayford eta|s.-of George W. Kimball
message to the Governor, informing him that hoped in their legislation. The remedy for forfeited.
ed and took the Chair.
ro *?’ A-,par!and et als.-of Joseph C. Noyes et
The forbearance of the people and the
Papers from the House referred in concurrence. als—of Robert Bryant et als—of J. Sprague et als.- the two Houses were in Convention, and ready this national evil must be found in National
creditors of the Banks, demonstrates that
The standing committees were then announ ofJoshua Brtggs et a Is.-of York Consolidated'1’em- to receive any communication he mioht be pleas Legislation.
they regard the course pursued, if not with
Perance Society—of Samuel Adams et als.-of Paul C. ed to make. Having attended to the duty as
ced by the President, as follows :
It is vain, therefore, for the people to look favor, at least with indulgence, and there
signed him, he reported that the Governor was
Richmond el als.—of N. Holmes etals
On Bills in the second reading.—Messrs.
to
their
State
Governments
for
relief,
but
On motion of Mr Brooks of York, the petition of the pleased to say that he would attend the Convencan be little danger of vexation or injury to
Harn, Woodman, Greene, Randall, Barnard, lork Consolidated 1 emperance Society was read.
their wishes and demands must be carried io these institutions, so long as the people are
^l°'T'k rl^"i^1 8°^ fnakp his communication.
Petition of Simon Pease et alsr.-of Joshua BufFum et
Boutelle, Belcher, Dumont, Robinson of Han
The Governor then came in, attended by the the halls of Congress, where alone the power
and7eferredrepea °f
Smal1 bH1 laW Were lJreseuted Council and Heads of Departments, and deliver exists to remedy the evils under consideration. satisfied that they are acting upon honorable
cock, Emery, Steward, Osgood.
principles, and with a sincere desire to re
ed
the following address to the Convention : —
1 am aware that the existence of this bene
On Engrossed Bills.—Messrs. Mildram,

deem their notes as soon as circumstances
AFTERNOON.
ficial power is denied, upon the authority of will justify the resumption of specie pay
Message from the Senate proposing a Convention of
Soule, Woodbury, Jaques, Robinson of Lin
men high in office. But I cannot yield my ments. The condition and operations of the
coln, Heagan, Smart, Lake, Whipple, Hig the two Houses in the Representatives’ Hall at half past GOVERNOR’S ADDRESS.
two o clock, for the purpose of qualifying the Governor
assent to propositions which regard govern Banks during the recent difficulties will be
gins, Fletcher, Prince.
elect to enter upon the duties of his office. The House Fellow Citizens of the Senate,
ment as created merely for its own sake, and laid before you in the monthly returns, and
The Joint Standing Committees on the part of concurred.
and of the House of Representatives,
destined mainly to collect revenue, in a cur the report of the Bank Commissioners, and
rk rConvention of the two Houses,
the Senate, were announced by the President.
It
is
a
source
of
great
gratification
that,
in
I he Governor elect then came in attended by the Ex
rency of its own, to enable it to carry on its
AFTERNOON.
Governor, the Council, and Heads of Executive De assuming the honorable m.d responsible of operations and pay its officers. Government, from these you can judge whether, in any
Mr. Dumont from the joint select committee partments, and preceded by the Sheriff of Kennebec, fice to which I have been elected by my fel as republicans understand it, is created not as instance, there has been a want of care, and
circumspection, and caution, in their man
¡appointed to wait upon Edward Kent and inform Consthution"d Subscnbed the oalhs prescribed by the low citizens, I can congratulate you, and
an end but as a means of advancing the inter
bim of his election to the office of Governor for
them, upon the continued health we have ests, maintaining the rights, and protecting agement, or any evidence of a design to im
u
rivv
^wS»
e
rz
l
c
’
\
<
?^
tate
lben
made
proclamation
that
,
the current political year, reported that the com EDWARD KENI had been duly elected and quali enjoyed, and the benignant smiles of Provi
prove their temporary release, to issue bills
the property and the persons of the people ;
mittee had attended to that duty, and that the fied to act a.s Governor for the current political year.
Such a
dence upon the labors of the husbandmen. and those who are the incumbents of its offices beyond their available means.
governor elect was pleased to say that he accept
course would deserve most pointed animad
r-,
.
Nou^e °f Representatives.
It
would
afford
me
much
satisfaction
ifl
are not a privileged class, for whose benefit
ed the office, and would meet the Senate in the
On motion of Mr. Hamlin of Hampden, Ordered, >
also congratulate you and them upon and support exactions are made upon the version, and would be a just cause for the
hall of the House of Representatives this after lhat Messrs Hamlin, Gardner, Goodenow. Houdlett could
|
forfeiture of their chartered rights. If the
the
continued
prosperity
of
our
country,
and
noon at half past 2 o’clock, and then take and and Ruxton be a Committee, with such as the Senate ,
people, but agents to carry forward and fos present state of affairs is to continue, I sub
subscribe the necessary oaths of office.
g'ayjr’ui. io wait on Edward Kent, Governor of the the natural and satisfactory results which ter the great objects it has in view, the pros
On motion of Mr. Randall, Ordered, That a State of Maine, and inform him that the two Houses of 1have heretofore attended the enterprise, in perity and happiness of the whole communi mit to your consideration, the expediency ofa
full investigation of the subject, and the en
message be sent to the House, proposing a con the Legislature are now in session, and ready to re telligence and vigorous action of the Ameri ty.
any communication he may be pleased to make.
actment of such laws as may be necessary, in
vention of the two houses in the Representatives’ ceive
[Senate concurred and joined on its part, Messrs. Bar can people in their various departments of
It
is
peculiarly
unfortunate,
after
a
long
hall, this afternoon at half past two o’clock, for nard, Heagan. and Steward J
labor. But it is a fact too obvious to-be dis series of experiments upon the subject with addition to existing statutes, to prevent that
the purpose of administering to the Governor eIn Convention of the two Houses.
guised, and too serious to be overlooked, that out doubt or hesitation, when those experi worst of all financial evils, an irredeemable
lectthe oath required by the Constitution to qual _ Agreeably to assignment the two Houses assembled a change has come over the long continued
currency ; in which the people have no con
ments have failed, and the old institutions fidence, and which may daily sink in public
ify him to enter upon the discharge of his official in Convention at 3 o’clock for the purpose of electing
prosperity
of
this
people,
and
that
a
check
[are
broken
tq,,
m/d
.duties.
1 up, and we are in the midst ofi estimation
I
seven Councillors and a Secretary and Treasurer of
and in market value.
It wou
would
has been given to enterprise and exertion in I doubt, confusion and embarrassment
¥u,ut3- 11
After the business in convention, (see journal State, for the current political year.
to.suffer a11
the evils of
--------------„.’a
Messrs, Belcher. Lake and Whipple of the Senate, public worksand private operations, which [looking with anxiety for relief to our’nafional I---of House) had been completed, on motion of Mr.
and 1S Pr<?.(!uc,n«t embarrass- government, that those who administer it currency insufficient in amount to meet our
Robinson of Hancock, Ordered, that the Secreta and Doulap of Brunswick. Levansaler of Thomaston,
Allen of Oxford, Butler of Newport, and Lord of Ken ne«
djranoe,nent and distress, in the busi- should be unexpectedly doubtful of their au- wants, than to seize upon such a temporary
ry of State be directed to notify Daniel W. Lord, nebunk of the House, were appointed a Committee to
Toppan Robie, Samuel Gray, John L. Blake, receive, sort and count the votes for seven Councillors. nern
prospects of a ,arSe portion of our thority, and scrupulous of using the means in relief, which must result in final fraud and
William Pope, and Bushrod W. Hinckley, that
Messrs. Woodman and Stewart of the Senate, and f
i
!
.
their power, and that those doubts should be rum. It is a question deserving your con
they have been duly elected Councillors to ad Prescott of Farmington, Sawyer of Brooksand Web «pa .. vn
a,K d,shear1temn£ spectacle to | carried to the extent of proposing a separation sideration, whether any bank should divide
vise the Governor in the Executive Department ster of Orono, were appointed a Committee to receive, see a young, vigorous and strong nation, with between the government and the people in any part of its profits, or means, during the
for the current political year, and request their sort and count the votes for a Secretary ofState. Hav- powers and capacities of almost unlimited the matter of currency. It is in the power of suspension of specie payments.
It would
as^fcdlcHV'ed tO lbe dUty ass'&ned l^em dieJ' reported
immediate attendance.
3 plme.ofpy°f°nnd peace, when all Congress to make this separation by compel- seein the dictate of prudence, as well as
Whole number of votes,
204
wereln fidl°nUa ua andJndlVK,^al weallh , hug the payment of all dues to the Govern- of justice, when, from any cause, an individ
Necessary to a choice,
jo.3
SATURDAY, JAN. 20.
weiein ftill operation, when industry was ment in gold and silver, dissolving allcon- ual or corporation suspends payment, that all
Samuel P. Benson has
107
Petitions presented and referred.—By Mr.
eapmgns reward, and contentment and sat-f nection with banks and making each collect- means should be faithfully and scrupulously
Asaph R. Nichols has
97
husbanded, to meet eventual liabilities. In
Steward of Somerset, of Ezra Mautur et al. of
I he Report was accepted and Samuel P. Benson leXst1ruVekrdnw atflendatfS ofexertion,sud-J ing officer aspeci.nl depository ; thus extendBrooks for a repeal of the license laws. By Mr. declared duly elected Secretary ofState for the current denly st uck down from this palmy state of, mg most alarmingly executive patronage and making these remarks I trust I shall not be
Lake of Hancock, of William Ballard et al. that political year.
prospentyand happiness to suffer all the [ power, and leaving^the people \o manage as considered as insinuating anything against
the sale of ardent spirits may be prevented.
Messrs. Barnard and Smart of the Senate and Craig
Ze
diTnded aCt,On’ -d7an^d curie»'cy> | lhey are able with a depreciated or a fluctua- the character of those who conduct our
Sundry petitions from the House referred in of Readfield, Delesdernier of Bailey vil le and Soule of
gencia
distiess, commercial embarrassment, ting paper currency.
But it may well be banking institutions. I believe that an en
concurrence.
r reeport were appointed a Committee to receive, sort
It is natural that men doubted whether, by such a course "the great lightened self interest, and a high sense of
Mr. Barnard, from the committee appointed to and count the votes for a Treasurer ofState. Having and individual ruin.
attended to the duty assigned them, they reported as 1should ask and seek for thecause of such re- object for which government was constifuted their obligations to the banks and to the pub
wait upon the Governor and inform him that the follows;
vulsions ; and that they should, with the in- will be answered, or whether a thinking peo lic, and strict moral integrity, have led and
two branches of the Legislature are now in ses
Whole number of votes
201
dependent spirit of freemen, hold those to pie will long consent to a schemethich will still lead them to act with reference to
sion and ready to receive any communication he
Necessary to a choice
JOI
whom power has been delegated responsible j must benefit the few, to the injury and dis- eventual redemption, and to preparations for
may be pleased to make, reported that the Gov
James B. Cahoon
J06
the event. But the rights and interests of
for their acts in producing such calamitous tress of the many.
J y
ernor was pleased to say that he would meet the
Will iam Hammond
93
the public are first to be regarded and secur
two Houses in the Representatives’ Hall, on
Scattering
2
.
Government
which
aims
at
nothing
Monday morning at 11 o’clock, and there make
The report was accepted and James B. Cahoon
A free and enlightened people will yield a higher than to sustain itself, as an independ ed, and honest men will not object even to
declared duly elected TreasurerofState for the current
Iiis communication.
generous confidence and rational support to ent or even antagonist power to the people strict regulations, when the rights of a whole
political
year.
An order passed directing the Secretary of the
The Committee appointed to receive, sort and count the Government of their choice, but they which created it, and which regards no other people are in question.
Senate to notify Samuel P. Benson, Esq. of his
In the present state of affairs, it is not prob
the votes for seven Councillors, having attended to their will never surrender the right to investigate
election as Secretary of State : and also James duty reported as follows.
view than to keep itself in motion, is not i
that any new bank charters will be ask
fully and judge impartially, the tendency and such a government as our fathers instituted, able
B. Cahoon, Esq. of his election as Treasurer of
i
Whole number of votes
203
effect of public measures, upon the prosperi and we ought to enjoy. The great and lead- ied for, but I cannot forbear the remark that
State.
Necessary to a constitute an election
102
multiplication of small local banks seems
ty of the country.
Whoever supposes, or mg object of good government is the welfare the
The Senate then went into convention.
Daniel W. Lord has 108
“
Henry Hobbs
ito be inexpedient and unwise ; and that if a
96
106 Dominicus Jordan
After the Senate had returned, an order passed Toppan Robie
95 hopes, that such a people will follow without of the people, and the operations of its ma- i
consohdation of existing Banks, by which the
106 Josiah Merrow
95 i hesitation, or adopt without investigation, any
directing the Secretary of State to notify Ashur Samuel Gray’
John L. Blake
108 Benjamin F. Eastman 95 course which may be pointed out by those in chinery are only important as they subserve inumber should be reduced, but the capital
•Hinds of his election as a Councillor.
those
ends.
The
interests
of
such
a
governi
William Pope
108 Alfred Marshall
95 whom they have confided, simply because it
not diminished, could be effected, by the
The report of the Commissioner of the Treas Bushrod W. Hinckley 108 Stephen C. Foster
ment and those of the people are one and in■ consent of the corporations, the public good
95
ury was taken up, on motion of Mr. Mildram, and Ashur Hinds
101 John Burnham
95 originated with a particular party, will soon- separable—one currency for the people and
I would be promoted, by having institutions
referred to a joint select committee, consisting
Scattering
14
ei or later ascertain that he has mistaken the
on the part of the Senate, of Messrs. Mildram, . I----he report
the jn
six u
first
gen genius and spirit of our Constitution, and the another for the government and its officersi which would not be sensibly affected by
r........was
.. accepted and
aim mt;
i si named
nameci genwould be absurd as well as ruinous. I regard small or trifling causes, and so located and
Steward and Prince.
tiemen declared duly elected Councillors for the current
character of this people.
year.
it as clearly within the power, as it is clearly conducted as to accommodate the commer
The report of the late Treasurer of State, re- political
'
The
calm
judgment
of
the
whole
people
is
The
convention
thmi
proceeded
to
ballot
for
a
seventh
the duty of the general government, to take cial community.
lating to the Surplus Revenue, apportioned to the
....... „appointed
.......
cp‘j:;ei!!or. '11 he committee
to receive; sort the tribunal before which the acts of public
State of Maine by the Government of the United councillor.
care of the national currency, and to adopt
and count the votes reported as follows :
The chimerical and Utopian notion, that
men
must
pass
in
review,
and
it
is
a
tribunal
States, was taken up, and referred to the joint
those measures which shall speedily and sure the vast and extending business of a public
Whole number of votes
201
which
can
seldom
long
be
deceived,
and
nev

committee on the Surplus Revenue.
ly restore to us a sound and healthy circula so full of enterprise, vigor and zeal as the
Necessary to a choice
101
er can be corrupted.
Ashur Hinds has
tion ; which will be doubly welcome and val- American nation, can be carried on in a cur
96
Alfred Marshall
The chaotic state
the currency
87
UuitPd^ntprC
at\of
U’ -^W^'
TtinC^ of
Or the
Uie U-ed frOm the suffeiitlgs we have experienced
John Ofis
MONDAY, JAN. 22.
rency of gold and silver only, is now, I be
11
United states is a topic of intense interest since its destruction.
Others
lieve, exploded.—The au thors of such a prop
The list of unfinished business of the last ses
and free investigation ; and while the fact 7s
8
The
recent
demonst
rations
of
the
popular
Mr.
Tenney
remarked,
that
it
was
late
and
the
pros

sion was taken up, and the several subjects refer
admitted by all, and the fatal effects of this will clearly point to this duty on the part of osition can never be regarded as safe coun
pect
of
effecting
an
election
remote.
He
therefore
mov

red to their appropriate committees.
derangement are obvious and uncontradicted, our national rulers, as one demanding prompt cillors, or practical statesmen. The history
that the convention separate.
Mr. Dumont presented the petition of Samuel ed The
of the whole commercial world refutes the
motion to separate was then put and carried—■ the cause and the remedy are subjects of im
and efficient action ; and we have a right to proposition, and the only wonder is, that any
Porter, praying for legislative aid in the distribu yeas 107, nays 87. So the convention dissolved.
mediate
and
pressing
attention.
tion of his Charts among the various towns and
expect, that those who profess obedience to
The House then adjourned.
Without pretending to he able and skilful the popular will, as a cardinal principle of man should have proposed such a plan or
school districts throughout the State—referred to
financiers, or capable of fathoming all the action, will follow without hesitation the any yielded assent to such a proposition. It
the Joint Standing Committee on Literature, <&c.
is manifest that we must have a mixed cur
SATURDAY, JAN. 20.
I deep researches of those who are, the great
At 11 o’clock the Senate proceeded to the Rep
course demanded by the voice of the people. rency, if we would remain what we are, or
resentatives’ Hall to
meet
the
other
branch
in
mass
of
the
people
well
know
and
remember
Petitions relative
to license
License LLaw
In the course of untoward events occurring advance in our career, and the duties of leg
..
.
‘
I eiaiive io
mw presented
Convention, agreeably to a concurrent vote of. and referred.-Of Jere Fowler et als.-of John i that six years since, this nation enjoyed a
the two Houses, for the purpose of receiving | Kilby et als.—of Mark Hiuo-ins et als —of John currency unsurpassed in the history of the under the unfortunate system pursued, a gen islators would seem to be plain, to take care
eral suspension of specie redemption by the that, as far as possible; it should be both safe
:p?eaSed°mnmanke °°
Governor
be £
’ Croswell
T rane ^als.-of
- --- - “• Thomas
vivowcti et
ei als
uis..—of [commercial world. It united the security of Banks was almost simultaneously adopted in i
James Weston et als.—of Mary B. Colburn et i the precious metals and the convenience of the different States in the month of May last, iand convenient, and subject to as few fluctu
The Convention having separated, the Senate als.—of
u. Jos. vGilman
™inau eiai8
ations or changes as practicable.
etals., l0£reiner
together with
with 121
121 lala- 1
TnirniFn^d
half Past ten °'cIock to-morrow dies of Wells-of Louisa E. Rankin ét ais-of ! paper. It was convertible at any moment in- and such suspension has been continued un
Ihe law which forbids the issuing, or pass
I to gold and silver, and had obtained the con- til this time.
j
iuorning.
Joseph
awhII et als._ i
ing, or receiving bills of a less denomination
Joseph Cotter
Cotter étais.
etals,—
—of
of Henrv
Henry S
Bewail
1 fidence of the whole community. It was a
The course was, in New England at least, / than five dollars, which originated in the“

• the Cons
It is P^tatU 4. «clll 5 S“leV or

any civilized country, without hesitation or'tion, in the exercise of her jurisdictional
interests of the State may require. But ry good citizen bows in cheerful submission,
I rights. Perfect unity of purpose, and frankpressed hope that thereby the precious met the settling lands, in my view, are to be and with ready acquiescence, for it
i is but the doubt, according to our claim.
I
• w-»
z-1 i nz» 1 zson
f T fri"! t" f <"M ftlaO VG ntQl’lCCl £) I
But Great Britain was anxious for a direct j ness in disclosures oughMo characterise all
als would take the place of those bills in gen
embodied expression of his own isovereignty.

regarded not so much in reference to the mo
She ! intercourse between the State and National
eral circulation, has been found by experience
—But when, instead of the law o>f legislation, communication between her provinces. »---to be inefficient and powerless, except in its ney which might be obtained by the sale, as we have the law of the strongest ; and, in sought it first as a favor and a grant. She governments, on this topic. No course is so
in
reference
to
their
capacity
to
support
and
operation upon our own banks. The bills of
stead of judicial and executive administration, now demands about one third part of our ter well calculated to lead to distrust and embar
rassment, and to inspire confidence in the op
banks of other States have taken the place ot yield subsistence to a vigorous and hardy the summary inflictions of an infuriated ritory as her right.
population. The leading object of policy
our own bills, and it is an admitted and un
The pertinacity and apparent earnestness posing claimants, as diplomatic evasions, and
mob,
stung
to
madness
by
temporary
rage,
should be to encourage the settlement oi
jarring and discordant correspondence. We
doubted fact, that the law, so far as concerns
a tree, en savage and remorseless and irresponsible, ex- and confidence with which this claim is ur would use no threats of disunion or resist
individuals, is disregarded in practice.
The those tracts, and to place on them
ged,
in
the
very
face
of
the
treaty,
and
the
(
__
_
cited
by
some
imagined
insult
or
real
injury
—
terprising and industrious people. Such a
almost absolute necessity of having a medifacts bearing upon the question, have been ance. We trust that it will never be necessaniore*
more to the real j or perhaps by the expression of obnoxious
M the probably
f............_____
„_____ ry for a State to assume a hostile attitude or
urrTofexchange of smaller value than five population adds infinitely Slate,
¡increased,
I fear, by
unexpected
than
thousand
unpopular
sentiments,
—
we
have
a
state
I
of the S- “",
dollars, and the withdrawal of specie from wealth and power
i not favor, with which they ! threatening language, to enforce practically
.....................
. Treasur
|-y, by I of society at which the boldest may well!’ forbearance, if
ands of dollars placed
in the
circulation, has probably led the people to somVabsen'r............................... wou-ld feel no tremble, and the most ardent despair.
| have been received and treated by the Amer- its claims to protection,
this open disregard of a Statute of our State. other interestthan to realize money from the
If the liberty of speech means only a ican authorities. It can hardly be a matter I But Maine basa right to know, fully and expUnitfo. the
th« opinion
noinion and determination of
of the
Such a result is much to he deprecated, as
right to speak doctrines popular at the mo of surprise that the claim is pressed upon us,' plicitly,
obedience to law is a cardinal virtue ina re sale to settlers. The strong armed and strong ment, or place, of utterance, and the freedom when, instead of standing upon (he treaty,— . general
&------- egovernment,
.—........ - , and whether she is to be
hearted
pioneers
of
civilization,
who,
leaving
'
V1
....... ..................... ....... j „
.. plain, definite and capable of execution, as it protected,■ or left
to struggl;le alone and unaidpublic, and a disregard of one law, however
„„ reverence
__ ______ . the acct istomed comforts and enjoyments ot of thought and action means only a right to
1 see little
!.::L to
“ hope
h?;; " from the forbearance
obnoxious, serves to weaken the
manifest that'established society, with steady perseverance, think and act as the majority dictates,—and if manifestly is,—our own general government . ed. I
.......... . Their
‘
1
■'
or
propriety
are
not
to
'
has
voluntarily
suggested
a
variation
of
that
or
action
of
the
British
government.
for the whole code. the
But it is
»< gold ( „nd nndann.ed course, poue.mu .nd-Glue |
■ j1 line,
'•
certainly in their favor, by running west policy, it is apparent, is to delay a settlement
ts and with the patient toil of j await the due process of law, but are to be
and silver into the circulation of the coimiry, . our native
uniOilcu without
vn.Hvui. trial,
M.«., by
.z, any .......
..... .of
.............
awaitforest
the gradual introduction of the i punished
number
, of thejdue north line of the treaty, and there I of the question, and to extend their actual juin place of small bills, can never be effected, years, t
men who
mav assume the authority and the 1 to seek the highlands
; thus yielding
up the , risdiction over the territory, that it may ripen
is of
of their
their earlier
earner hie,
¡lie, ceruer- !.! uicij
whu mav u^aume
......... .
» .....
7... r
but'bythe concert"of the' several adjoining arts and comforts
■
■ north
■ of Nova
—1.......
v ‘ or at least, Jn fu(Ure controverII the aid and encouragement right to determine
the nature and- extent of ¡ starting point,
the
west angle
into a- -■"
right,
11 the
».,
. and to administer
...........................
...............
....... 4,“ and
Stm.es the bilh of whose banks circulate m tamly deserve al.
----- am ami em,uuirtg Thev ¡ punishment,
it at their
own \ Scotia,
and throwing
throwing the
the whole
whole matter
matter into
into | i sies^give
sies give them
them the
the advantage
advantage of
of possession,
possession.
each and that our present restraining law only ! which can be justly extended to thpm.
" * .
...
i
. . ii.....
—.... :.........and
„j---c. —
Fortunately for
The loose
and1 extremely
uncertainty
confusion.
'
1 undefined juriseornnels this State to pay a large annual inter- ! have obstacles and difficulties and discomage- |pleasure, trampling down law as not binding
:, thinking,
...proba- | diction over the small French settlement ai
:
—then indeed will our fathers’strug us, the English negotiators.
est to the banks of othei States, and deprives ments enough to subdue any thing but yan- thei^J
gles have been worse than in vain, and we bly, that a nation which would yield so much Madawaska, has been the foundation of a
to actual jurisdiction, and the establish
'
■ ; 1 •
■
’
’
h would probably yield more,—declined the claim
ment of a wardensbip over the whole territo
proposition,
unless
other
concessions
were
among
the
nations
of
the
earth.
Law
and
ent Io reptnUhe existing law nnd wan for j ence to their elnitns, on th. pan ol Govern- .
order must be reverenced and maintained, or made. The remarkable adjudication, made ry. In pursuance of this plan and policy,,
tOMltnpr timps and inorc mature dclihorutioo, intuit»
« we sink into that worst of al! social condi- by the arbiter, selected under the treaty ; re they have seized at various times heretofore
and mutual concert of sister States, before atThe fertility of the sod, ini theunset tied
sulting merely in advice, the movement on American citizens, and thrust them into pris
effect the object, which to many part of our territory, is placed bejond ad >ubt, tions, anarchy, and become subjects to that
on, for alledged offences,—and during the
tempting to
by recent explorations and examinations, and imost fearful of all tyrants, the will of the the part of Maine, in 1832, in the negociation past season the Lieutenant Governor of New
in relation to yielding up the territory for an
is still desirable.
pntrimted strong inducements are theree held ouj to em- istrongest.
Our system of Municipal law consists of equivalent ;the apparent apathy and indiffer Brunswick has visited the territory in person
The State whose
interests are _
..... .■ ■■;
i ¡grants to locate, with the almost certain asand received the loyal assurance of such of
nch in
11 sure- >enacted Statutes, anil the numerous princi ence of the general government to the en
temporalrily
-., j to us, is .......
-,! Surance of eventual independence.
its inhabitants as were ready to acknowledge
discovered, ami we have reason to
¡7"needs no extended 'argument to prove ples of the common law. It is certainly de croaching jurisdiction by New Brunswick ;
still richer in those undiscoyeied, or unde that,
j
. every point
. _ of view,
. ... our
...... first j.
ltu is sirable,
that, as lar as practicable, all laws her unopposed establishment of a wardenship their allegiance. A citizen of our State, Eb
in
duty
i
veloped. With a sea coast and harbors un to encourage the settlement of that territory. should
be clearly defined and positively ex over the territory—the repeated incarceration enezer S. Greely, now lies imprisoned at
:
rivalled in extent and capacity, with a ton Let the lands not already located be located in pressed, so that little should be left to the of the citizens of Maine, for acts done on this Frederickton. Seized, as it is said, for exer
nage second to that ot but two other
! conveniently small tracts. Let them be offer construction, definition, or will of any indi her territory, almost without a murmur of cising power delegated to him under a law of
in the Union, with a hardy race of unequalled ed to actual settlers only, at a low price. Let vidual, clothed with the power of administer disapprobation or remonstrance, and the de this State. The facts connected with this
lay of the President to run the line as author arrest are unknown to me, and I therefore
seamen, shrinking from no toil or danger, but the State retain the title until settling duties ing them.
forbear to comment at this time upon them.
prompt in action and ready in every emer are performed, and take great care that the
We repudiate the notion of Judicial legisla ized by Congress, have all, I fear, served to
gency,—sustained and fostered by the intel actual settler has the fruit of his labor ; and tion, and hold Judges bound to act as agents strengthen and encourage the claim, which If the facts are that he was so seized, for such
ligence, capacity and enterprise of our com let that price, when necessary, be expended to expound and enforce existing laws. It is was first put forth with doubt and argued with a lawful act, the dignity and sovereignty of the
State and the Nation demand his immediate
mercial and mercantile community, Maine in labor on the highways, or other improve alike for the interests of all, therefore, to have many misgivings.
The commission and the arbitration under release.
may justly rejoice in her maritime charactei ments. Let roads be opened to accommo those laws simplified and made certain, and
I am aware that we are met by the asser
and capacity. In our inexhaustible quarries date settlements and settlers, and what is particularly the criminal code, which defines the treaty having failed, and our ultra liberal
of granite, slate, lime rock, and beds of iron more than all, let the settlers feel an assur crimes and their punishment. Where men’s offers being either declined or neglected, the tion, that the parties have agreed to permit
ore, we have sources of employment for our ance that the Slate is their friend, not in personal rights, liberty and reputation, are at parties are now turned back to their rights the actual jurisdiction to remain, pending the
vessels, and wealth tor our citizens, and even word only, but in deed, and will aid and pro stake, as little should be left to judicial or ex and their limits under the treaties of 1783 négociation, as it existed before. I have yet
seen no evidence that such an agreement
thé solid ice of our northern climate is con tect them in their arduous struggles, and we ecutive discretion, or construction, as in the and 1814.
But in truth, the only question in dispute, was ever formally entered into by the parties.
verted into an article of commerce. The im shall find no want of men to people our terri- nature of things is practicable. I have thought
mense forests of pine, and other valuable
that a codification of the criminal law, em or about which there was any difference be But certainly Maine was no party to such an
yunderstanding,—and at all events, it could
timber, within the rightful limits of this State, t°rOur
interests as mere land holders would bodying a definition and prohibition of all tween the two governments until since the last never have been intended to be perpetually
are justly regarded as of immense and un prompt to liberality in aiding with regard to crimes known in the Statutes and common war and the last treaty, was as to which river
questionable value, for from them must be building roads and other improvements, to law, and the punishment for each, would was the true St. Croix of the treaty. This binding, or to extend beyond the termination
drawn the supply for a large part ot the Un bring the land into use, and a higher and serve to render the law more certain, and ¡ being settled, and its head or source fixed, of the then pending négociation. That nego
ion, and the demand must steadily and per more extended policy points to the same better understood by the community, and ' (as it has been) the line is to run due north tiation is ended. The old ground of claim at
Mars Hill is abandoned,—a new allegation i&
manently increase.
Temporary embarrass course of action.
The road already com leave less to construction or inference. You to the south line of Canada, and the north
ments or fluctuations may produce a check menced, leading to the Aroostook, is impor may perhaps deem it expedient to create a west angle of Nova Scotia. Thai line should made—that the treaty cannot be executed
in the sale, or a distrust ot the real value. tant in many respects, and the settlement of board for this purpose.
I submit the propo be run without delay, as authorized by Congress. and must be laid aside. In the mean time
We want the information and the facts ; this wardenship is established, and the claim
But whoever calmly considers and carefully that tract is an object of paramount impor sition to your mature consideration.
and deliberately calculates the costand char tance to the strength and security of our
Our Militia system had its origin in the we wish to examine the heighth of land to absolute jurisdiction, not merely at Mada
ges and the ultimate value of manufactured
early days of our country, and in its leading which divides the waters flowing into the St. waska, but over the whole territory North, is
asserted and enforced.
lumber, must be satisfied that there is no sa State.
I commend the subject to your attention, features, the arming and disciplining free cit Lawrence, from those running into the Atlan
If this jurisdiction is to be tolerated and acfer investment, at reasonable prices, corres confident that a work which promises so izens in lieu of a standing army, is in conso tic, and ascertain its exact elevation and char
We wish to have our landmarks: quiesced in indefinitely, we can easily see
ponding with such estimates, than in timber much of good to the best interests of the State, nance with the genius and spirit of our re acter.
limits, that we may why négociation lags, and two years elapse
lands, situated upon or near navigable waters. will not be suffered to languish.
publican institutions. It requires a personal ! placed on our exterior
... .
The value ofsuch lands yet unsold and be
service
of
our
citizens,
and
the
burden
does
not
trespass
on
our
neighbors
rights, and between a proposition and the reply. They
Frequent changes in existing laws is an
longing to this State, is very great, and with evil of great magnitude, and should never be not, like taxes, fall upon the property of the * may maintain our own. We wish to test the; have all they want.—and the jurisdiction is
prudent management and foresight on the encouraged for light or transient causes, or country, but necessarily upon those who are 1 truth of the assertion, that there is no north- claimed by them so absolutely, that we can
part of legislators, may yet yield a revenue temporary inconveniences. Certainty and not wealthy. The system is intended for the • west angle of Nova Scotia, and no such di- not send an agent to number the people, and
sufficient for all our wants. But whethei stability are, in matters of positive enact protection of property, as well as individuals, viding heighth of land as the treaty contem- must hesitate before the disputed line can be
the title to the lands is in the State or in indi ment, frequently of more importance than and property ought, injustice, to be held to a ’ plates, by a correct and scientific examination run, to fix our limits and ascertain important
viduals, we have within our borders this the form or requirements of the rule, and so contribution for Its support. 1 am fully con-1 on the face of the earth. Surely rights ofex- facts.
The first duly of Maine as it seems to me,
source of wealth and profit, and it becomes ciety often suffers more from the doubt and vinced of the utility and importance of a mil-j amination which are secured to individual
is to claim the immediate action of the gen
us to protect and cherish it.
uncertainty introduced by alterations and ad itia system, which shall ensure at least, the claimants are not to be denied tosoveieign eral government to move efficiently and de
In the developement of the resources of ditions, which are assumed to be improve■ arming and organization of the people, ready states.
cidedly, to bring the controversy to a conclu
Our
in relation to this question,
our State, by measures of internal improve ments, than by the casual and individual1 for immediate action and more complete disC situation
------.
nature of our govern- sion. We have had years of negotiation, and
ment, the improvement of the navigation of hardships of the former law. But wheni cipline, should occasions arise for their servi- <owing
„ to . .the • .peculiar
•
---------- <•
vieWed we are told that we are apparently no nearer
the rivers, lakes and streams, through which manifest injustice and general embarrassment ces. In lime of profound and long continu- ment and institutions, is interesting,
lumber is transported to market, claims early result from the operation of any statute or ed peace it is natural that feelings of doubt either with reference to the foreign power to a termination than at the commencement.
attention. 1 have been informed by practi law, it is the duty of wise legislators to abol and indifference towards an apparently oner- with which we are at issue, or our own gen- Maine has waited with most exemplary pa
ous and useless system should at times arise, eral government. Our right and title, clear tience—until even her large stock is almost
cal and judicious men, that by an economic ish, or remodel it.
exhausted. She has no disposition to embar
al expenditure of small sums of money in
1 submit to your consideration the expe but reflection and calm deliberation will lead and perfect as we believe them to be, are, it rass the action of the general government—
clearing those streams and erecting dams, a diency of so amending the law relative to the to the conclusion, that a system, founded by must be admitted, subjects of dispute, and the
fathers, those strong and clear headed i first and great question is,—how is this dis- but she asks that some action be had—some
vast amount of our best timber, which is now attachment of real estate, as to abolish the our
<
who never adopted a measure simply pute to be settled ? The line disputed is the movement made, with a determined purposealmost valueless, may be easily and safely system ol private attachments by requiring men,
i
it was splendid in exhibition, is not I Eastern boundary of the United btates, and to end the controversy.
transported to market.
If, upon investiga all such attachments to be recorded, either in because
I
She cannot quietly submit to have her ter
tion, facts should sustain these opinions, it is the Registry of Deeds for the County, or ito be overthrown, or abandoned, for light or of the State of Maine. The general governcauses. A new and better spirit is, ment is the only power which by the consti- ritory wrested from her—her citizens impris
deserving your consideration whether justice with the town clerk of the town where the transient
i
and expediency do not authorize you, as leg- land is situated, and also requiring that all I trust and believe, gaining ground in the tution can treat with a foreign government, oned—her territorial jurisdiction annihilated,
and her rights lost, by the bold and persever
upon this subject, and by the a- { or be acknowledged or known by that
islators and guardians of the interests of <existing attachments, in order to be valid community
<
ing and unopposed claims of a foreign power.
and
enforcement
of
wise
laws,
which
!
eminent,
in
negotiations.
Maine
acknowledMaine, to aid in the prosecution of such un- from the time they were made, shall also be doption
>
She cannot consent to be left alone in the
shall
as
far
as
practicable
equalize
the
burj
ges
the
right
of
the
general
government
to
dertakings. The State is yet the principal <so recorded within a specified time.
i
controversy, or to be left in doubt as to the
owner of the lands to be benefited, and in a
1 am aware that there are some considera then and relieve those least able to bear it,1 establish the hue, according to the terms oi aid or countenance she may receive from the
mere pecuniary view it would seem good (tions of convenience in favor of the existing and arouse a high and generous military | the treaty of 1783, and claims a performance
in the people, we may confidently trust of that duty without delay. But whilst she authorities of the Union, in maintaining her
policy to encourage and aid in these improve- law, but the manifest evils of the system seem spirit
i
ments, as adding immediately and visibly to !to me far to outweigh them all. Secrecy is to see this branch of our Slate organization J concedes that power, she insists with equal acknowledged rights. She asks the quiet and
upon the position, that no varia undisturbed possession of her territory, ac
the market value of our timber lands, and not to be favored in a republican government, assume the high and honorable stand to confidence
<
eventually to an increase of our receipts into and our whole system and course of legisla which it is entitled.
I tion of the treaty line, no cession of any part cording to the treaty, and that foreign and in
the Treasury, from the sale of those lands, tion, in reference particularly to the title to
The report of the Adjutant General will ex- of
‘ our territory, and no conventional line trusive possession be put an end to, and by
be granted or adopted, without the con this claim she will abide. She will do noth
much beyoml the amount expended
l ie real estate, is at variance with this feature. hibit the present slate of our militia, with can
’
of this state. Whatever territory is in ing rashly, and indulge in no spirit of nullifi
more liberal and extended view, which looks Our Registries of deeds are established for such suggestions as may to him appear im- sent;
!
cluded within the line running from the cation,—and it will not be until all hope of
to the developement of all our resources, and the very purpose of giving public notoriety portant.
Northwest angle of Nova Scotia westwardly settling the vexed question by négociation,
to the advancement of public interests, with of title, and to enable any man, by inspec
It is certainly a remarkable fact that fifty
those ofindividuals, by decided action, will tion, to ascertain the existing facts.—But the five years after the recognition of American along the highlands which divide those riv and all requests for other aid are denied or
regard such operations as an encouraging title may be perfect upon record, and the pur independence by Great Britain, and the for ers that empty themselves into the St. Law neglected, that she will throw herself entirely
commencement of a system of internal im chaser, reiving upon that record, may lose mal and precise demarkatiou of our limits rence, from those which fall into the Atlantic upon her own resources,, and maintain, unaid'
iust rights.
provements, which shall hereafter bring into his money and his title, by reason of some in the treaty of peace, the extent of those limits, ocean, to the north westernmost head of the ed and alone, her just rights, in the determinvigorous and successful action, the powers secret and unknown attachment before the and the territory rightfully subject to our ju Connecticut river, and the line running directly ed spirit of injured freemen.
But those rights must be vindicated and
and capacities ot our State and its citizens. purchase.—The general conviction of this risdiction, should be a matter of dispute and south from said angle to the established
If Maine is ever to take and to hold the rank fact operates to embarrass negotiations in re difference. 1 feel it to be my duty, in this source of the river St. Croix, is within the maintained ; and if all appeals for aid and?
protection are
are in
in vain,
vain,—
—and
and her
her constitutionconstitutionprotection
she is entitled to, by her natural resources, al estate, without benefit to any one, and de my first official act, to call your attention to Slate of Maine.
If there is a dispute as to the location of j al rights are disregarded,—forbearance may
her abundant means and her undoubted ca feats, in a great measure, the intended bene that vitally important question, the true limits
that angle, and those lines,—that question, I cease to be a virtue,—and, in the language of
pabilities, we must unitedly and vigorously fits of our system of registry.
of our State, and to express to you and the and that question only, is to be settled by the the lamented Lincoln, Maine may bes “ com
and promptly follow the example of our sis
The many recent examples of the assump people my views of the claim set up by a for
pelled to deliberate on an alternative, which
ter States, bv a well considered and judicious tion of power to punish or prevent assumed eign State to the rightful possession of a large general government.
In making this assertion, we do not more will test the strictness of her principles, and
system of ‘internal improvements, adopted evils, by lawless and unrestrained bodies of part of our territory. I do not intend to enter
without sectional partiality, or the bias of men,’ self constituted and self authorized, into a historical detail, or an elaborate argu distinctly acknowledge a power, than claim the firmness of her temper.” The recent,
individual interests. The times are not per have given fearful evidence of a spirit gain ment to sustain the American claim on our the performance of a duty. In the first sen movement in Congress by one of our Repre
haps at this moment propitious, but a great ing strength in the community, at war with North Eastern Boundary. The whole sub tence of the Constitution oft he United States, sentatives, sustained, as we may confidently
and strong people cannot long remain dis the very elementary principles and only safe ject has been for years before the people, and one of the important objects in the formation trust, by his colleagues, gives some encour
of that Constitution as there expressed, is, agement to hope, that the day for decisive*
heartened, or subdued, by calamity, or mis guards of our institutions.
our rights, and the grounds upon which they “ to provide for the common defence,” and action is at hand.
government, and the time cannot be far dis
To you—delegated guardians of the people’s;
The will of the people is the supreme law ; rest, have been-ably maintained, and clearly this duty is afterwards in the same instrutant, when Maine, if her legislators are wise,
set forth, in our formal documents and in merit more specifically pointed out in the rights, I submit these remarks—to you I leavewill awake to her true and permanent in —but it is that will constitutionally expressed formal discussions.
provision that “The United States shall guar the consideration of this momentous subject^
terests, and go forward in this great work,, and lawfully executed. The majority must
I will not trespass needlessly upon your antee to every State in this Union a republi confident you will not yield to an unjust
the developement of her abundant resources. govern, buf they must govern by standing
It is time to begin the work even if our laws, equal in their operation, and general in time and patience by a recapitulation. If can form of government, and shall protect claim, or jeopardize our rights by delay in.
plans are limited, and our means circum their exactions, and enacted by a majority of there is any meaning in plain language, and each of them against invasion.” Under that asserting them.
It is for you to say upon mature reflection
scribed. It has long been a source of regret the whole people, and not by the sudden de any binding force in treaty engagements ; if constitution the exercise of certain rights was
that at the time of the separation from our termination of an accidental assemblage. recognition and acquiescence for a long series denied to the States,—all not expressly taken whether in speaking in the name of Maine, I
parent Commonwealth, we did not acquire a Theoretically and strictly speaking, accord of years on the part of Great Britain in one away are reserved to the States,—and certain have exceeded the bounds of prudence, or
mistaken the feelings of the people. I con
title to all the lands within our limits.
But ing to our system a law should be the ex uniform expression and construction of the new rights were created.
boundaries of her provinces of Canada and
Foremost, and most important, of these fess that my convictions are strong, that
we may congratulate ourselves and the Pe0" pressed will of every individual citizen.
But, in fact, the only practicable theory is Nova Scotia, is of any weight, then the right newly created State rights, is the right, on Maine has been wronged by a foreign govern
pie, that Massachusetts, in her legislation and
her acts in relation to her lands in Maine, that which authorizes the majority to gov of Maine to the territory in dispute is as clear the part of each State, to demand the aid of ment, and neglected by our own, and I da
has exhibited the same high minded, honora ern. It is evident that, under such a govern and unquestionable as to the spot upon which all, by the action of the general government, not understand the diplomatic art of softening
ble and liberal policy, which has always char ment, the great security for the rights of a we now stand. It requires indeed the exer whenever any foreign power interferes with the expression of unpalatable truths.
| I can only assure you that I shall most
found in
provisions
of the cise of charrty to reconcile the claim now the territorial rights of such State.
acterised her and given her the high distmc-^ 1minority
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may confidently trust that Massachusetts will binding all, well considered, and calmly a- her dealings with other nations ; for it is a j fone,—to engage; in border skirmishes and ¡ rightful jurisdiction.
The remains of the only deceased Govern claim of very recent origin, growing from an j parlizan warfare and sustain that warfare at
concur and aid in all reasonable and feasible dopted, and judicially administered.
administered,
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c,, first,
.. z to (¡ls w
.... expense,
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proceeding,
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founded. The
The• principleopposed
divided into two. classes, the timber and the but equal and balanced power to sustain the
It has required and stillrequiresallthetal- j acknowledgment of this State right to pro- play, or useless ornament, yet under the pesettling lands.
I believe that those town I body politic. It protects the infant in its craships, which are principally valuable for the I die, and the magistrate in the seat of justice, ents of her Statesmen, and skill of her diplo- tection, is particularly important to Maine, culiar circumstances of the case, somememotimber, are comparatively of little value as i It gives the consciousness of security and matists to render that obscure and indefinite, environed by foreign territory, and forming rial simple as his character, and solid as his
u. atK
andi unambiguous.
unambiguous. 1 can- a frontier State in the Union. Denied the fame, erected by . the State he served and
settling lands. A distinct and different poli 'safety to the unarmed and the peaceful, and which ’ is cldar
doubt, that if the same I power to negocíate with foreign governments, whose rights he maintained, with honest zeal:
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cy may therefore be safely adopted in rela is more than bolts and bars in guarding eve- not for a motmerit
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life,
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and
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,---------- • to
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Our timber lands may be regarded chiefly The weak fear not the strength of the powerevidence and the -----same argu-1
upon that government to which has the memory of that honest man and faithful;
„.o„ , voice,
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as sources of revenue^ and be sold, at such ( ful, and the poor and despised tremble not with the same cv.....

times and in such parcels, as the pecuniary al the oppressor’s frown. To such law. eve- meats it would, be decided by any court,, ip been, delegated these high powers, tor protec- magistrate..
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Mississippi.—The Legislature of Missis-

(^Particular Notice.
United States, (article 4, sec. 3) “ no person verflowing and an exhausted Treasury. A
Q
S there are many of our subscribers who
held to service or labor in one state, under short time since, as we all remember, our le- --------------------National Intelligencer, that there is a whig
have promised to pay in WOOD tor their
the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall, ' gislators were devising schemes to avoid the SATURDAY, JANUARY 27, 1838 majority in both houses. The presiding offipapers, we would remind them that fifteen or
in consequence . of any Jaw „ regulation j e^ils
| ^«^Anoaess..
twenty
Cords would at this time be very accepta
.— We lay before our cers of both branches are decided whigs, viz.
therein, be discharged from such service or
ble.— We would also say to those who have
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readers
to-day
the
Address
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ent
,
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L.
Bingaman,
President
of
the
Senate,
labor, but shall be delivered upon claim of
promised various kinds of Country Produce, that
the party to whom such service or labor may 'form of a deposit, and the States received . fivere(j t0 the two branches of the Legislature and Dr. King, Speaker of the House of Rep- it is very much wanted.
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promised
depo«f,when
the
|
Convention,
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last.
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resentatives.
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a
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system here alluded to, and desire to see it
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observe, that we cannot work without some com
abolished, by legal and
means,
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. v this. .provision into full ize them to disappoint the expectations and document, we are confident, will be highly
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jd faith
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and with
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claimed under this section, if a resident with- receive it, unless the embarrassments of the eral important topics discussed, in a plain, Detroit, Michigan, the scenes of Navy Island, |j to us an unpleasant one, and we sincerely hope
I there will be but few, if any, who will neglect to
in our Zifue
State. has clearly aright to demand Treasury continue and increase, and the manly and candid manner,—his recommen- In the early part of the present month they I( call.
that the fact’alleged should be legally proved, money is wanted to supply deficits or losses dations are judicious and calculated to ad- took the State arms in the city arsenal |j All who are indebted tor Advertising are rebefore he shall be delivered upto theclaimant. incurred in our new financial schemes of.
to settle the same without delay.
j vance the best interests t»f the whole people—¡—arms and ammunition which had been,1I quested
the public treasures,
' To such ol our patrons as have been punctual
The personal liberty of every man who keeping
I fThe°law
- *
of this State, passed last year, affording conclusive evidence that the helm deposited in the jail for safe keeping—and o-11 in their payments, or have yearly paid us sometreads our soil and breathes our air is sacred,
and not to be infringed,“ but by judgment of iauthorizing a deposit of this surplus wit'h the ! ofstate has been entrusted to a gentleman penly seized 400 stands at Monroe— in all i thing, vve tender our sincere thanks, as through
towns and plantations, in proportion! who will direct its affairs with prudence, to about 800, which were put on board a vessel ll,ein we are enableil 1 j
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his peers or the law or the land.” A mere several
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claim, or informal production of alleged and to
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relative to the justice and expedi- 1 one who understands the wants of the peo- auci carried to Bois Blanc,—.a British Island
apparently sufficient evidence would not an- <eney of some of its provisions. The res-1 pie, and is disposed, by an economical ad-' ]9 miles from D. and opposite Malden at the
January 26,1838. J
thorize the seizure or removal of inanimate ’
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'
ministration
of
the
Government,
by
careful junction of the river Detroit with Lake Erie. Kennebunk Social library
property, by legal authority ; and surely, the i
most friendless of human beings has a right to or
< organised plantation is authorized to ap | management of the public property, by aid- | The object of these outlaws is to attack Mai- ij npHE proprietors of the “ Kennebunk Sopropriate
its
portion
of
the
surplus
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cial Library” are notified that their an
a legal trial before his personal freedom is
! ing, so far as in his power, in the develope-’ den, then proceed to Sandwich and London!■ A
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and
effect
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McKenzie,
at
provision by which a speedy trial in such that they have a right to any monies accruing
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cases could be had before a jury of the coun in the Treasury from taxation,” has been . lessen the annual expenditures, lighten the , Hamilton,
I( deemed expedient, will be held at the store
___ \ „ r.
try, and the rights of claimants promptly and much opposed and it is deserving of consid I public burthens and add to the wealth and
1 of the Clerk, on the fifth day of February
A Verdict from the People !—An elec
legally settled, seems to be called for by the eration. whether it ought not to be repealed.—
| prosperity of the State—to one who has the 1tion for the choice of a Representative to the | next, being the first Monday in said month, at
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The remarks in reference to the Cur tion of Elder Getchell, (V. B.) John Webb
to the carelessness or incompetency of the position of the money, is manifestly to divide
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men entrusted with their direction and man it among the people in proportion to their rency will commend themselves, we think, (whig) was chosen. This district at the
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It is hardly necessary for us to apologise prints of London books which cost there over
to act upon the subject, where it is exclu priated to the support of primary schools,
sively within their jurisdiction and provide without releasing towns in any degree from devoted to the subject of the North Eastern for the omission of Congressional intelligence fifty-seven dollars! in addition to a large
for the punishment, as a criminal offender, their legal obligations, to raise the sum now Boundary. The manner in which this ques and the “ current news of the week”—the amount of literary matter, reviews of new
books, tales, and domestic and foreign news.
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The stockholders of the “ Boston Marine odical works, has disposed of his interest in
cessary delay in the adjustment of the dispute
be injured in steam boats or rail road cars
and subjecting owners to heavy penalties in town can decide for themselves, the question is complained of, and the importance of early Insurance Company” have determined to the Omnibus to the present publisher, who
will make no farther change in its general
case of such accidents, or for entrusting such ot appropriation.
The language wind up its affairs and stop underwriting.
The Geological survey of the State, which and decisive action is urged.
character than issuing it from another office,
vessels, or cars, or engines, to the care or
has been commenced and prosecuted with zeal is strong, but temperate—decisive, but calm
and changing its name from “Jji^Ore’s” to
control of improper persons.
(Tjr’Mr. Dumont of the Senate and Messrs.
and ability, promises useful and satisfactory re
Brown’s.”
The public from necessity, trust implicitly sults, in developing the resources and concealed and manly. It is just the language which, in
Brown’e Literary Omnibus will be issu
to the good faith and capacity of these men, treasures of our Slate. The report of the Geol the existing state of the question, should be Codman and Parris of the House, were dele
gated by the Committee appointed for the ed every Friday morning, printed on excel
and when the cupidity of gain or the negli ogist will be laid before you, and I confidently
used by the Chief Magistrate of the people of
gence of indifference, leads to fatal results, it hope, that a work so honorable to our State,
purpose, to wait upon Mr. Kent and inform lent paper of a large size. It will contain,
1. Books, the newest and best that can
is just to hold the authors of such evils amen thus auspiciously commenced, will be vigorously this State.
him of his election to the office of Governor.
. be procured, equal every week to a London
The amending of the law relative to the at
prosecuted, until it is fully completed.
able as criminal offenders.
They
arrived
in
Bangor
from
the
seat
of
The Insane Hospital, now in progress at Au- tachment of real estate, so as to abolish the
duodecimo volume, embracing Novels, Trav
The agricultural interest is one of great'■
importance, and claims, with justice, the at• gusta, will be a noble monument to the liberality system of private attachments, is recommend Government on the morning of the 18th. els, Memoirs, &c., and only chargeable with
j
of
the
individual
contributors,
and
the
benevo

tention of the government. Although this
Mr. K. left Bangor for Augusta the same af newspaper postage.
2. Literary Reviews, Tales, Sketches, No
interest is of paramount importance to our lence of our State authorities, who will thus ed—a recommendation which, we believe, ternoon “ amidst the roar of artillery and
secure
to
that unfortunate class of our fellow be- will receive the hearty approval of nineteentices of Books, and information from the
strength and independence, it is unquestiona inirs who are deprived of reason, a comfortable
the
cheers
of
his
fellow
citizens.
”
world of letters of every description.
bly true, that it has demanded and received retreat, and kind and scientific attendance —its twentieths of the people.
3. The news of the week, foreign and do
less direct aid from legislation than any other. interests are in your hands, where 1 am confident
The public lands—the developement of the
from Upper Canada.—By the Western mestic.
Our farmers have asked only to be protected thsy will be duly regarded.
Mail, of last evening, we have news from Up
The price will be two*dollars per annum to
in their lawful possessions, and the quiet en
It cannot be expected that I should be able to resources of the State by internal improve
joyment of their own rights. But it has long lay before you many facts relative to the affairs ments—the militia—the creation of a board per Canada to the 17th inst. The Kingston clubs of dve individuals. To clubs of tivo
Chronicle contains the following intelligence, individuals, two dollars and ahalfi or five dol
been apparent to the most superficial observ of the State or its institutions, as I have had no' for the codification of our criminal law—the
apparently official.—Boston Pat.
lars for the two. Single mail subscribers,
er, that the agricultural resources of our state official connection with them, and have no infor Judiciary—a monument to Enoch Lincoln—
Glorious News.—Latest from Jlmherstburgh. three dollars. Mail remittances to be post
have never yet been fairly and fully tested,— mation except such as is common to the whole
The rebels defeated at Amherstburgh—one
and that we need only the. experiment to de people. By the report of the Commissioner of Agriculture—Steamboat and Rail-road acci schooner, 400 stand of arms, and abundance paid.
As the arrangements for this undertaking
monstrate, that Maine may become one of the the Treasury, which has been laid before you, it dents—an alteration of the law relating
of ammunition taken—1 killed, 8 wounded^
clearly appears that the State is embarrassed in
first grain growing States, and not merely its financial concerns, and that we receive from to the surplus revenue—the Geological survey and 12 prisoners—amongst them, notorious are all completed, the proprietor asks from
a generous public that consideration to
supply enough for her own consumption, but our predecessors an exhausted and embarrassed —the Insane Hospital—the State finances—
characters from this and Detroit.
which so diffusive a scheme of circulating
export a large surplus.
Treasury. The balance against the Treasury,
J.
B.
ASKIN.
knowledge and amusement is entitled.
Providence has in a great measure compen as reported by the Commissioner, is three hun the poor debtor law—Education and Temper
London,
13th
Jan.
1838.
The first number of the New Series com
sated for the coldness of our climate, and the dred
_ .....
j
and fifty-six
thousand five hundred and ance, are topics to which he invites the atten
David Anderson, killed ; Dr. Keller, taken ; menced on the fifth of January, 1838, from
shortness of our seasons, by the rapidity of I seventy-eight dollars and ninety-eight cents, of tion of the Legislature.—His views and sug
Robert Davis, Walter Chase, Wm. Dodge, do. which period or from any future date new
liabilities
andJ resources, —
and
the —
estivegetation, and we have only to learn to a- the
’ present ........
..
a .ugestions in reference to all of them, we are in
Hamilton, 14th January.
subscribers may commence.
dapt our crops to the nature of our soil and 1 mated receipts for the current year, are one hun
Amherstburgh, it will be recollected, is
climate, and we need not long suffer under dred and forty-eight thousand twenty-five dol clined to believe, will be very generally ac
Postmasters and agents for periodicals
, close by the Island of Bois Blanc, the destina throughout the Union and Canada are re
the reproach of not raising our own bread. lars and nine cents, and the estimated expenses ceptable to the freemen of Maine.
are four hundred and thirty-three thousand sev
The law of last winter giving a bounty on en hundred and forty-two dollars and eighteen
We repeat the wish that this able State pa tion of the Detroit party, according to the in quested to act as agents for the Omnibus, and
wheat was found satisfactory to the people, cents j leaving a balance against the Treasury per may be read attentively, by candid men formation in yesterday’s paper under date of communicate with the proprietor.
January 7. We have accounts from Detroit
(C^Editors of newspapers who receive
and the success which has attended the ef of two hundred and eighty-five thousand, seven
forts of our farmers in raising wheat, has giv hundred and seventeen dollars and nine cents, of all parties. No one, we think, can rise to the 8th, which state that the renegadoes as this number, by inserting the prospectus four
en great encouragement to them, and to all for the present year. The omission ot the usual from its perusal without acknowledging that sembled in that vicinity were variously re times conspicuously, and forwarding a copy
who have faith in our capacity to do yet more. State tax, for the several years last past, has clear it is exceedingly creditable to the Chief Mag ported from 400 to 800, and it was understood to this office, will be entitled io a free ex
Although attempts to force unnatural pro ly been one cause of our present embarrassments. istrate, and without feeling satisfied that our that on the night of the 5th, they made a change for twelve months.
general movement towards some point of the
ducts or unprofitable crops by means of I In the present pressure and difficulty in the comAddress, post paid.
unwise I munity, it would seem to be unjust and oppres- affairs have been entrusted to a gentleman of British territory, near the mouth of the De
WILLIAM BROWN.
bounties and rewards, are certainly
<
'
'
only
to
I
sive,
to
attempt
to
meet
all
the
demands,
by
a
fine
talents
and
statesmanlike
views,
—
with
troit
river.
The
400
stands
of
arms,
above
and unjust, yet when the object is
(
No. 50 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
jarticu'
direct
tax upon the people the present year.
I
mentioned,
are
probably
a
part
of
those
demonstrate the utility and profit of a particu would suggest for your consideration, the expe- 1the capacity fully to understand all his duties,
NEW GOODS.
lar course of cultivation, and to induce our diency of authorizing a loan, at a rate of interest •and the disposition faithfully and honestly to which were stolen from the Detroit City and
the Monroe Arsenals.
agriculturists to put forth efforts to test our not exceeding 5 per cent, reimbursable in infulfil
them.
The
whigs
of
Maine
may
well
The
Kingston
Chronicle
announces,
with
capacities, a bounty, temporary in its duration, stalments ; giving sufficient time for the State to
H. GOULD has just received an addiproud of their day’s work on the 2d Mon expressions of the deepest regret, the resigna
and limited in its amount, may be found in ascertain and determine, what amount of the feel
1
• tional supply of GOODS, consisting
tion of the Lieutenant Governor, Sir Francis in part ot the following :
large sum due, and coming due to the State, on (day in September, 1837.
the end the truest economy.
In the meantime,
B. Head.
The returns from the several towns and land notes, can be collected.
1400 yards Brown Sheetings ;
plantations will be useful in exhibiting’nearly experience is solemnly teaching States, as well
(U/^It will be seen, on reference to our dia
200 lbs. Batting—first quality ;
Sudden Death.—We have the painful intel
the amount of wheat raised in this State, the as individuals, the necessity of strict and un ry of Legislative proceedings, that Daniel W.
2 pieces Blue Broadcloth ;
ligence to communicate to our readers of the
last year,—and 1 submit to your consideration flinching economy.
1 “ Inv. Green do.;
The poor debtor law requires revision and ato whom the decision belongs, the expedien mendrnent, to secure to creditors their just rights, Lord, Esq. of Kentiebunk-port, has been e- death of Hon. Lucius Barnard, a member of
1 “
Dahlia
do. ;
cy of continuing the same bounty another and to honest and unfortunate debtors an ex lected, by the Legislature, one of the Execu the Senate from the county of Somerset. He
Cassimeres and Sattinetts ;
year, if upon investigation, the state of our emption from actual imprisonment for mere tive Council of this State. A better selection had been doing business in one of the com
Cotton Flannel ; Tabby Velvet;
mittee
rooms,
going
down
stairs,
, • ,
,
,
m T .a
„ rniitee
rooms,
umi and
waswas
iioiiiR
uuwn
buuis
», jusbjust
finances will warrant it. The cost is great debt. A construction has been given to the ex could
Bishop’s Lawn; Swiss Muslin ;
not have been made. Mr. Loi
before dark
dark last
last evening,
evening, when
when he
he was
was taken
taken
i
before
but the benefit in my view, is an ample equiv isting law, in some sections of our State, which
Scarlet Twill’d Flannel ;
fair
minded,
intelligent
and
honest
man,
—
|
suddenly
ill
and
sat
down
upon
the
stairs.
—
appears to me to defeat these important objects.
alent.
Bleached Cotton Diaper ; Linzey ;
Some
one
passing
asked
if
he
wished
assist

possessing
all
the
necessary
prerequisites
for
The interests of Education are bv the Consti
The Judiciary by the constitution is made
Crash ; Blue Drilling ;
tution
committed
to
you,
and
our
seminaries
and
ance.
He
replied
that
he
did
not
;
he
should
one of the separate departments of our gov
performing the duties of the station assigned
Striped Shirting ;
public
schools,
those
republican
nurseries
of
free

recover in a few minutes.
He had scarcely
ernment, and being immediately concerned in
White and Colored Cambricks;
him with credit to himself and acceptably to uttered the words when he fell backwards
men,
must
always
find
friends
and
advocates
in
the administration of justice between conflict
Calicoes ; Stay-lacings ;
and intelligent legislators.
the people. He is, too, a “ republican of the and expired.— .Augusta Journal.
ing claimants, and the punishment of in patriotic
Factory Warp ; Cravats ;
The cause of Temperance, and that philan
dividual offenders, and being that department thropic movement, which has already done so old school.” With the other gentlemen elect
White Worsted Yarn ;
.Temperance Meeting.
to which is entrusted the enforcement of the much to check the ravages of that fell destroy ed to the Council we are not personally ac
Blk.
do.
do. ;
A meeting on the subject of Temperance
provision of our constitution—‘ that right and er of individual health and happiness, and that quainted—but we understand that they,—-as
Blue mix’d do.
do. ;
will
be
held
at
the
vestry
of
the
second
par

justice shall be administered freely and with prolific source of crime and misery, intemper
Brown Linen ; Twist ;
well
as
the
gentleman
elected
to
fill
the
offices
ish,
in
this
village,
on
Sunday
evening
next,
out sale, completely and without denial, ance, deoend mainly for their ultimate and per
Italian Sewing Silk, &c. &c. &c.
promptly and without delay’—it is clearly of fect success, upon moral causes, but may yet re of Secretary and Treasurer of State,—are (28th inst.)—An address may be expected.
—ALSO—
ceive
aid
and
support
from
legal
enactments,
the first importance that our judiciary should
well qualified for the offices to which they
Rice ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Pork ; Beans ;
which
shall
put
the
seal
of
reprobation
upon
the
HYMENEAL.
be so organized, that it may be able satisfacto
Tea ; Winter and Summer Oil; Paints, and
traffic in ardent spirits, whenever public senti have been appointed, and that the selections
rily to discharge these high duties.
Paint Oil ; Spirits Turpentine ; Windowment
will
sustain
the
strict
enforcement
of
the
MARRIED
—
In
Kennebunk-port,
on
Thurs

are
considered,
by
all
parties,
as
exceedingly
The system which was adopted at the first
Glass ; Wood Saws and Frames—and many
provisions of such a statute.
day
last,
Mr.
E
benezer
G
ould
to
Mrs.
H
annah
organization of our State has been continued
other articles not mentioned.
In closing this communication, extendedlo a judicious.
L. Huff.
with slight variations to the present time.
Kennebunk-port, January 20,1838.
length which demands an apology, i can only
In Kittery, Mr. Joseph Williams of K. to Miss
Documents.—We are indebted to the po
The number of judges in each court is the assure you and the good people of the State you
Abigail M. Berry, of Rye, N. H ;—Mr. John
liteness
of
J
ames
L
ord
,
Esq.
Representative
same as at the first institution, although our represent,
that
1
snail
most
reaariy
concur
m
a-epresent,
I shall
readily
in
Morris to Miss Elizabeth Brown.
SJPJERM OIL.
population, business and the number and du- dopting such laws as the public good may re in the State Legislature from this town, for
quire,
and
your
judgment
may
sanction,
and
that,
lation of the terms of the Court have so ma•
' *
'
OBITUARY
' several interesting documents published by
-/IhdRl GALLONS Pure WinI shall bring to the performance of the untried
terially increased.
ter Strained Sperm Oil.
DIED—In Lebanon, Miss Mary M. Hayes,
From my own personal observation, and duties of my station, honestintentionsand faith order of the Legislature, for which he will
2000 gallons Bleached do.
And may that Power, which please accept our sincere thanks. We would aged 28 years; Mr. Jonathan Hayes, aged 49,
the experience of others, I am satisfied, that al ful endeavors.
500 “ Pure Fall do.
though our judges do devote themselves, with sustained our fathers in their days of trial and tender ourr acknowledgments, also, to Hon ’ children of the late Mr Andrew Hayes of that
suffering, sustain us, in the exercise of our dele
500 “ Pure Summer do.
unwearied industry to the discharge of their gated authority, to advance the best interests of Levi J. Ham, of the State Senate, for his po ! place.
The subscriber having established a Facto
In York, Mrs. Ann, widow of the late Mr.
duties, it is impossible for the present num our constituents and our country.
liteness in furnishing us with sundry docu Aaron Booker, aged 79 years.
ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
ber to perform all the duties of that depart
EDWARD KENT.
article constantly for sale at the Factory in
ments.
_________________
ment, without taxing their physical and men
Council Chamber, January 22, 1838.
Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
SHIP
NEWS.
tal powers, beyond any reasonable requisition.
On Thursday, last week, Mr. Kent, having
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal
After the Convention had separated, the
The present evils, it seems to me, result not
KENNEBUNK, JAN. 27, 1838.
pu uiuvx* xxwlxx _____ _______ _ vxxo ojov^xx. .... (Lx. House ordered 4000 copies of the Address to been notified of his election as Governor, re
to any manufactured in the United States.
so much from a defect in the system as from
ALEX. H. LADD.
signed the office of Mayor of the city of Ban
. - the
____ .want of a sufficient number of judges to ¡ be printed for the use of the Legislature,
SAILED.
•
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf.
discharge
) On Wednesday last, in Convention of the gor, in a pertinent letter addressed to the
January 23—ship Zotoff, Merrill, New Or
discharge the
the duties of
of the department.
department.
I submit, however, the whole subject to two Houses, Messrs. Daniel W. Loyd, barnleans ;
Sch. Moro, Oaks, Boston.
your consideration, with the expression of uel Gray, John L. Blake, Ashur Hinds, and Board of Aidermen. x4 vote was unanimous
Pig Wanted
MEMORANDA.
mv individual opinion. If any better system | Toppan Robie, haying severally signified ly adopted, by the Board, expressing their re
Ar.
at
Saco,
16th,
sch.
Ann,
Gilpatrick,
Bos

than the present can be devised, I shall most their acceptance of the office of Councillor, gret at the loss of his services to the city, and
ANTED, immediately, a barrow PIG,
ton.—Ar at Winter Harbor, 18th, sch. Echo,'
.readily concur in its adoption.
j took and subscribed the customary oaths of their gratitude for the ability and impartiality
weighing from forty to one hundred
Graffum,
do.
.
It is certainly not the least remarkable of office, and were declared to be duly qualified with which he has discharged his duties
pounds.—Enquire of the Printer.
Ar. at New.Orleans,9th, brig George, Wise, i
the many remarkable events of the last two to act as Councillors for the current political
'
Kennebunk, Jan. 4, 1838.
In port, Caroline, Perkins, waiting.
while in office.
_years, that our National rulers have been year.
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We find the following extract of a letter '
. List of Letters
from Texas in the New Orleans Commercial !
he matchless sanative, in
PROBATE
NOTICES.
Remmmng in lhe Post-Office at Kennebunk,
After alluding to the depres- I ^==2-^=^=
^--------------- - ------------------vented BY L. OFFEN GOELICKE.
New York.—The Legislature ofThïsÏÏtate Advertiser.
Maine, December 31, 1837.
sion of business in the United States, the Jit a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, withassembled nt Albany on the 1st insl. Mr. writer says :
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
m and for the County of York, on the first
"O FORDYCE BACHER, Miss Sarah
Tracy, Lt. Governor, took the Chair in the
[Translated from the German.]
“ Texas is in a worse condition still, if pos
Monday in January, in the year oj our Lord
P‘ ?ool!?by»““John P. Cole, Samuel
Senate.
In the House, Luther Bradish sible ; for in addition to a common suffering
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon.
“
The
MATCHLESS SANATIVE, invented
Cousins Miss Martha Ann W. Clarke, Miss
VVM. A. HA YES, Judge oj said Court:
by the immortal Louis Offen Goelicke, M. D.
(whig) was chosen Speaker, having 98 of 125 with the United States, she is cursed with a
Martha
M.
Cutts,
Miss
Hannah
Chick,
Miss
of Germany, Europe, is astonishing the world
the petition of Sarah Clements, one
votes. Mr. Preston King (V. B.) had 27 votes. drunken, reckless, unprincipled President, a
weak and imbecile cabinet, a d_____ d cor VJ' of the heirs to the estate of Sarah Sarah Chick,—William Durrell,—Mrs. Ellen with its mighty victories over many fearful
Jarvis W. Lake of Herkimer was elected rupt Congress, (the last one I mean, the pres- Chadbourn,, late of
H.
Ferguson,-Mrs.
Lucy
Greenough,
Miss
diseases, which have been pronounced incur
-- South Berwick
............ .. in said
Daiu
able by physicians of every age, being the most
Clerk. Gov. Marcy communicated his an ent is not known yet,) a drunken sot as Chief c°tmty, deceased, praying for a division of Sarah Goodwin.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
VALUABLE
MEDICINE, and the most unac
nual message to the two Houses on the first Justice of the Supreme Court—all backed the realestate ol said deceased among all
Edmund Hill, Gideon Hanscom, Miss HuL countable in its operations of any ever prepared
by a banditti turned loose upon our country, ^he heirs thereto :
day of the session. He recommends a mod
i
human hands ; a medicine, obtained equally
by the disbanding of the army, altogether I . ORDERED—That the petitioner give no- dah Hobbs,—Thacher Jones,__Eben D ■¡from
the animal, mineral, and vegetable
Kimball, Miss Olive P. Kimball,—G. & L
ification of the Judiciary Department of the render our
— prospects
i................. rather
......v,, gloomy
^luviiiy. I tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased,
kingdoms, thus possessing a THREE FOLD
State Government, and particular attention to
Our only hope consists in the weakness, an^ t0
persons interested in said estate, Lord, William Lord & Co., Francis A. Lord’ POWER—a medicine of more value to mankind
enemy—-the
:
. ........
prospect of i by causing a copy of this order to be pub- John F. Lord, Ebenezer Littlefield, Jesse than the united treasures of our Globe ; and for
the subject of Education. His remarks in j andj imbecility of our
■ a 1more honest
’
Congress—the certainty of l'sLed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in I Larrabee, Thomas Low, Nath’l Littlefield,'' which v e have abundant cause to bless the be
relation to the Currency occupy much
j having another president in one year, who Kennebunk in said county, three weeks Miss Mariam Littlefield, 2, Theodore Little neficent hand of a kind Providence ; a medicine,,
the largest portion of the document. He cannot be worse than the present—the ex-■ successively, that they may appear at a field,—E. Moody.
which begins to be valued by physicians, who
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
have heretofore opposed it, who are daily wit
* approves the. “ Safety Fund” system, recom pectation of the speedy demise of our chief Probate Court to be holden at South Berwick,
Samuel
L.
Osborn,
—
John
Parsons,
2,Jo

nessing
its astonishing cures of many they had
now laboring under the mania-potu, >h said county, on lhe first Monday in Februmends the. discontinuance of the present justice,
’
| pnJ
... I .. ..
tl
.a
*
.
7 I
A.
„
A__
/• .lhe
I
•
a.
. *
siah P. Quimby,—William Ross, James W. resigned to the grasp of the insatiable grave ; a
and
a
better
in
his
place
—
all
these
contini
ary
next
,
at
ten
of
clock
in
the
forenoon,
mode of granting Charters, and the opening
precious and powerful medicine, which has thor
gencies happening, and favorably terminating,¡and
!
shew cause, if any they have, why the> Roberts, J. K. Remich, Daniel Remich,—Miss 1| oughly
filled the great vacuum in the Materia
of the business of banking “ to a full and free
will make Texas the glory of the world ; as prayer of said petition should not be granted. Sally W. Ross, Mr. Storer, Merrill P. Simp Medica , and thereby proved itself to be the con
son,
Moses
M.
Smith,
Timothy
Smith,
Wid

competition,” under such regulations and res she is now the most desirable—in climate
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
queror of physicians
ow Jane Slone, Miss Hannah A. Stone.
A true copy—Attest,
trictions as will ensure a sound currency, and soil, 1 mean.”
HTDoseofthe SANATIVE, for adults, one
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
drop ; for children, a half drop ; and for infants,
which can be effected, he thinks, by the pas
Rev. G. W. Wells, George Wise, Capt a quarter drop.
January
6.
The directions explain the
Upper Canada.—Sir Francis Head, Gover
sage of a General Banking Law or an entire
Samuel WTiite,Mrs. Alice Walker,—Mrs. Sa method of taking these portions, and contain a.
nor of Upper Canada, delivered his annual At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within rah P. Yroung.
50 Letters.
repeal of the Restraining Act. The Pressure
history
of
the
medicine
and its distinguished in
message on the opening of Parliament, at
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
ventor.
JAMES OSBORN, P.M.
—its causes and effects—is commented upon Toronto, December 28th.
In relation to the
day in January, in the year of our Lord
Price, three and one third rix dollars (2 50>
at considerable length
The “ Suspension pan token by some oí our citizens in Canadiper half ounce.
7
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the
Izist
of
betters
an
affairs,
he
says
:
—
Testimony No. 1.
Act” is defended—it was passed, be says
Hon. PPM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: Bemaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk
“ I am informed that Americans from va ON the petition of Hannah Hussey, ad
A letter from H. P. Sherwood, Esq., of New
0 on no such narrow policy as favoritism to
port, January 1, 1838.
quarters are hastening
from the
interior
York.
ministratrix of the estate of George
banks ; i¡.was designed for eommo„ good,, rious
to
aXd'",!
XZÎ
A. B. C, D. E. F. G.
Hussey,
late
of
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
’
j^'ATHAN
COOK,
—
Nath
’
l
Dorman,
Aminnnt
v
enhcorva.l
tl.«.
.
t,
...
>
•
and has eminently subserved that purpose.” revolt—that cannon and arms are publicly deceased; representing that the personal es
The banks of the State evince a desire to proceeding there—and under these circum tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay -Ln Charles Day,—Oliver Freeman,—Eli
New York, Oct. 9, 1837.
sha S. Goodwin, Miss Elizabeth Greenough.
Dr. S. Rowland—Sir, About the middle of Ju
sustain the currency in a sound condition and stances, it becomes my painful duty to in the just debts which he owed at the time of
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O.
to prepare for an early resumption of specie form you, that without having offered to the his death by the sum of one hundred and fif
William H. Hutchins, Joseph Hutchins, jr. ly last, 1 accidentally noticed in a newspaper thar
advertisement of the Matchless Sanative, for
United States the smallest provocation—with ty dollars, and praying fora license to sell and
Joshua Herrick,—Jonas Kimball, Charles which I perceived you were agent, and which
payments. The Message says—
out having entertained the slightest previous convey so much of the real estate of said de
Phebe Lord, —Benjamin professes to be a sovereign remedy for consumpIf the causes of our embarrassments have not doubts of the sincerity of American alliance ceased as may be necessary for the payment Kimball,—Mrs.
Marble, Jesse March,—John Nason.
been misapprehended, these institutions [the Banks]
the inhabitants of this province may in a few of said debts and incidental charges : and also
are not alone responsible for the evils inflicted upon
P. Q. R. S. T. U. V. W.
As my wife was then fast wasting away with'
the country.
They did not engender lhe passions days be called upon by me to defend their to have her second account of administration
William Patten,—Mrs. Elizabeth A. Rob this dreadful disease, and as our family physi
which produced these evils, although they furnished lives, their properties, and their liberties, from of the estate of said deceased allowed :
inson,—Samuel B. Smith, Benjamin C. cian was daily and anxiously endeavoring to res
lhe mean§ for their gratification, and in this way gave an attack by American citizens, which, with
ORDERED—That the petitioner give Sands. Miss Cyrene E. Stevens, Cleophus tore her to health without success, I stepped othem a wider range and a more destructive energy.
no
desire
to
offend,
I
must
pronounce
to
be
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, Smith,—-Amos Taylor,—Miss Clara Williams, ver to his house and asked him if he had any ob
It was, to say the least of it, unfortunate that when the
and to all persons interested in said estate, by John F. Whitaker.
jections to her taking this new medicine. He
commercial spirit was stimulated to the highest degree unparalleled in the history of the world.”
Gov. Head declares that he feels no anxie causing a copy of this order to be published
of over action, and the rage for speculation was rioting
replied that “ he was perfectly willing Mrs..
____________
jOLIVER BOURN, P. M.
in the wildest excesses, many millions of the public ty for the result.
Sherwood should take that or any other medi
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken
money were committed to the banks, with the full ex
cine she might choose, but he thought it coulcf
In conclusion, Sir Francis says that, firmly nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes
pectation that it would be loaned to the business com
Ijist
of
betters
anticipating from the American people a no sively, that they may appear at a Probate ZZmamiMg in the Post Office at North Ber do her no good, as her lungs were rapidly
mun ity.”
CONSUMING AND NO HUMAN MEANS COULD SAVE.
The Governor recommends, “ that the banks should ble vindication of their government and insti Court to be holden at South Berwick, in said
wick, Me. Dec. 31, 1837.
her.” Still, as a drowning person will catch
be required to keep in their actual possession, an a- tutions, and holding it but just to allow them county, on the first Monday in February
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
at a straw, and the Sanative being recommended
njou nt of specie to be graduated by the amount of their• a reasonable time to do so, he has communi next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Jp’IPHRAIM ALLEN, Edward F. Adams, by three physicians who had used it in their
respective capitals, or of their circulation and deposcated
with
the
governor
of
New
York
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
ites. If this amount should be no more than fifteen
—Samuel Burbank,—David Clark, practice, she concluded to give it a trial. I sent
minister at Washington ; and of said petitions should not be granted.
per cent, on their capitals, or twenty per cent, upon the British
Elm Crumit,—Caleb Ford, Caleb Ford, jr and purchased a vial, which she commenced
their circulation and deposites, it would greatly exceed while awaiting their replies, has reinforced
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
William L. Frost, Isaac Furbish,—Sophro- taking three times a day, giving a free indul
theaya^jtyof specie usually possessed by the banks.’' the militia by a strong corps of observation
A true copy,—K\X.es\.,
gence to her appetite according to the directions..
ny Giles, Daniel R. Goodwin.
—" Tn^iBkhinks, “ both right and lhe duty of the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
By pursuing this course, she suffered consid
GenerM-GJ^iment, to collect the public dues in the on the frontier, and made arrangements for
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.
January
6.
FOR THE FIRST EIGHT OR TEN DAYS, but
legal currency or its equivalent, and so to keep its a levy en masse of the militia should their ser
Betsey Morrell, Horatia Morrell, John J. erably
was shortly able to eat and drink freely, without
funds /hat they will be safe while they remain with the vices unhappily be required.
Meader, 2.
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Alfred,
with

the
least
inconvenience.
government, and be at its command whenever wanted
in and for the County of York, on the drst
Q. R. S. T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
for disbursement.” The most desirable of the meas
Within four weeks from her first using the
The following extract from a letter, nubEnoch R. T. Quimby,—Mary Rogers,— medicine, her feeble and wasted form began to
Monday in January, in the year of our Lord
ures necessary to produce these results, in his opinion,
is “ the discontinuance of the use of the banks as thé ished in the New York Gazette, and said to
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Lydia Peasely,—William Staple, William put on new strength, and she has been gaining
fiscal agents of the General Government, or such a be from a highly respectable gentleman in
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Smith,—Smith L. Vining,—Mary A. War from day to day until the present moment, tomodification of their agency as will effectually prevent Rochester, shows with what ardour the peo
the utter astonishment of our family, physician
Court :
ren, Harriet Woodsom, Josiah Watson.
them from using, for any purpose whatsoever, the pub ple of the western part of New York have
and friends. She is now enjoying a comfortable
lic moneys that may be committed to them for safe
N the petition of Joseph Frost, adminis
M. HUBBARD, P. M.
entered
into
the
cause
of
the
Canadian
insur

(taough not perfect) state of health, is able to be
keeping.”
trator of the estate of John Dennett, late
gents.— Boston Pat.
about house and to attend church.
of Kittery, in said county, deceased, repre dr
g fenner
The Canals have been less productive the
Mrs. Sherwood and myselfare both fully of
ROCHESTER, DEC. 27, 1837.
senting that the personal estate of said de
last, than during the two or three preceding
The whole west is in great excitement. ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts RESPECTFULLY tenders his services as the opinion, and so are all who know her re
PHYSICIAN & SURGEON, to the markable case, that she owes her life to the
years. A liberal appropriation for the en Nothing is spoken of or thought of but the which he owed at lhe time of his death by
inhabitants of Alfred and vicinity.
Sanative alone ; and as there are probably ma
largement of the Erie Canal is recommend cause of the patriots. Arms and men, gun the sum of two thousand four hundred and
ny consumptive people in the United States, who
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
powder,
blankets
andfprovisions
are
sent
from
have not heard of this medicine, measures ought
twenty dollars and seventy-three cents, and
ed. The finances of the State, the condition
Lodging at Joseph Sayward’s, Esq
this city to Navy Island every day. Satur

speedily to be adopted to have it more generally
-...... , Paying for a license to sell and convey so
Dec. 30, 1837.
3m
of the Penitentiaries,—the projected Lunatic day, forty-seven men, I___ ullucu
known.
J
heavily armed, were much of the real estate of said deceased, as
Asylum—the Geological survey and the Mil sent in a body in stage coaches ; yesterday may be necessary for the payment of said
A number of persons in this neighborhood, I
Conimissioners
’
Wotice.
itia receive a due share of attention from the twenty-seven more were sent in the same debts and incidental charges: and also to ’jKTOTlCE is hereby given that the subscri- understand, are taking it for other serious com
plaints, with very great benefit.
Chief Magistrate. The Governor suggests manner, and individuals and smaller bodies have his first account of administration on -L n bers have been appointed by the Hon.
1 think of going to the South with my family
of men are going all the while ; so it is in the the estate of said deceased allowed :
Win. A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the sometime this fall, and in case 1 do, I will pro
that, as some field pieces belonging to the other towns in this district and along the
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no County of York, Commissioners to receive claim the virtues of the Sanative in that quar
State, at the west, have been taken and “car frontier. In this city there is a recruiting tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and and examine the claims of the several credit
ter ; for though some of the physicians here are
ried beyond our territorial limits,” more am station, and men are hourly enlisted openly to all persons interested in said estate, by caus ors to the estate of
actively opposed to it, I do sincerely believe it
and above board ; the only pretence of eva ing a copy of this order to be published
saved my wife from an opening grave.
CALVIN R. HUBBARD, Esq.
ple provision, than at present afforded by the
sion is, that they are enlisted for the purpose m the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken late of Sanford, in said County, deceased,
If you think this letter will serve the public
laws, should be made for the protection and
of hunting red foxes in Canada.” The nebunk in said county, three weeks succes
good,
you are at liberty to publish it.
represented insolvent—We, therefore, give
men who are enlisted are such as compose sively, that they may appear at a Probate notice
safe keeping of this kind of property.
Respectfully, &c.
that six months are allowed from the
every army, to wit, blackguards with very Court to be holden at South Berwick, in first day of January instant, for said Creditors
D. F. SHERWOOD.
J said county, on lhe first Monday in February
(t/^The votes for Governor, at the late few exceptions.
Testimony No. 2.
The arms, ammunition, clothing and p ro next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and .to bring in and prove their claims, and that
we will attend to said duty at the office of
election in Michigan, have been officially
[From the Brunswick Advertiser.]
visions are of course furnished by the
PainF’ Esquire, in Sanford, on the
One person in our village, who was consid
canvassed, and are as follows
Mason ( V. pectable citizens. All the stories about ves- shew cause, if any they have, why the
sto player of said petition should not be granted. last Monday of the present and the last Mon ered by his physician to be in a Consumption,
lies
B.) 15,415, Trowbridge (whig) 14,800. V. len arms and cannon are lies.
Those who
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
days of the five following months, from one has taken the Sanative, and is now well. AA true copy—Attest,
B. majority 615. The Van Buren candidate choose to avoid the responsibility of givin«
to five o’clock in the afternoon on each of said nother person, subject toepilectic fits, has been
put
their
contributions
in
some
private
place
W
M
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
days.
for Lt. Governor received a majority of 394
greatly BENEFiTTED by a short course of this
and say they “ should not be surprised if
January 6.
Medicine. There «as be no question but this
JOHN STORER, ?
votes.
they were to be stolen
of course they are
Medicine has performed wonderful cures in a
JOHN POWERS, $ Commissioners.
Sliigi Timber,
host of cases, and that it is worthy of general at
(Tf^The number of ships, brigs, &c. navi not disappointed. What good will it all do ?
Sanford, January 5, 1838.
tention.”
1
force on the is’and consists of
ANTED by the subgating the waters of Lake Erie is 300—beside about 1200 men, well armed and with plenty
Testimony No. 3.
scriber, of the fol<*uai*(Hao’s Sale.
these there are 42 steamboats and 256 canal of ammunition and 20 pieces of artillery • lowing descriptions,
A certificate from three members of the Medical
viz :
Y virtue of a license from the Hon. Wm.
Profession, in Germany, in Europe.
boats,—a^ of which employ 5152 men.—6000 moreover they have good officers, and before
50 floor and rising timbers, 18 feet lon«r, to
A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the
flat and\eel boats, and 638 steamboats, are any movement is made will have arrived at be 15 inches deep on the keel and 13 inches
County of York, I shall sell at Public Auc
a considerable degree of discipline. The isl
employed in navigating the Ohio and Missis and is impregnable by any force ; nothin* thick, to rise from 18 inches to a sharp risin". tion, at the dwelling house on the premises
We, the undersigned, practitioners of medi
100
Naval
Timbers,
13
feet
long,
15
inch

now occupied by Rufus Hatch, in Wells, in cine in Germany, are well aware, that by our
sippi rivers, all of which require the services can cross the river from the Canada side to
es deep on the keel and 12 inches thick.
said
Comity
of
York,
on
the
sixth
day
of
the island except steamboats.
These the
of about 50,000 men.
100 Lower Futtocks, 8 feet long, 11 by 12 February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, course we may forfeit the friendship of some of
the faculty, but not of its benevolent members,
British have not and cannot get, while Buf inches.
J
about one hundred acres of excellent LAND, who are uninfluenced by selfish motives’
(V/^The issue of $50,000 of Treasury notes falo harbor is full of boats at the service of
5° UKP?r d°‘7i feel ,on»’ 11 by 12 inches, well proportioned with Mowing, Tillage, 1 hough we shall refrain from an expression of
has been authorised by the Texian Congress, the Patriots.
White Oak.
Pasture and Wood Land—it being a part of our opinion, either of the soundness or unsound
in sums from $1 to $1000, and bearing inter
75 tons White Oak Timber, 18 feet long the homestead farm of Nathaniel Littlefield, ness of Dr. Goelicke’s new doctrine, we are
A
State
Convention
is
proposed
in
Ken

and upwards, to square 9 inches and upwards. late of Wells, and now the property of Abi happy to say that we deem his Sanative too val
est at 18 per cent, per annum.
tucky to take into consideration the subject
Probably some smaller crooked Timbers gail Littlefield, a minor and heir of said Na uable not to be generally known ; for what our
of
the
abolition
of
Slavery
in
that
State.
The
behold and our ears hear, we must believe
would be received.
A public dinner in honor of Henry Clay
thaniel.—Said land is bounded easterly by eyes
Legislature has passed a bill making provis
We hereby state, that when Dr. Louis Offen
For all of which fair prices will be given. lands of Alvah Littlefield and Japhet Storer
was given in New York, on the evening of ion for ascertaining the sense of the people
Goehcke first came before the German public, as
__T „
WILLIAM GOOCH.
and westerly by lands of Mrs. Lydia Hatch the pretended discoverer of a new doctrine and
the 11th inst. A large number of gentlemen on the propriety of calling it.
Wells, Dec. 27, 1837.
and others.
a
new medicine, we held him in the highest con
partook. Many patriotic toasts were given
Conditions liberal, and made to suit pur tempt, believing him and openly pronouncing
The Arkansas Murder.—Mr. Wilson, the
on the occasion, and the best spirit prevailed.
Wotice.
chasers, and good security will be required. him to be a base impostor and the prince of*
Mr. Clay was invited to attend, but declined Speaker of the House of Representatives of• 1¥FOTICE is hereby given, that by deed of
quacks. But, on hearing so much said about the
JOHN STORER, Guardian to
Arkansas, who, it will be remembered, rush -LI this date, I have relinquished and dis
Sanative, agamst it and for it, we were induced^
in consequence of pressing duties at the seat ed from his chair while presiding, and with
„
„
,
,
said
Abigail
Littlefield.
charged all claim which I have upon my
from motives of curiosity merely, to make trial
Sanford, January 1, 1838.
of Government.
a Bowie knife murdered in hisplace Mr. Al- daughter Rosa Estes during her minority—
of its reputed virtues upon a number of our most
ffX.a®mnnn'nemberofthe House’ was bailet’
hopeless patients ; and we deem it our bounden
The captor of Santa Anna was killed re - fe. $10,000—two Judges out of three deter hereby authorizing her to make her own
Notice.
duty (even at the expense of our self-interest)?
contracts, to receive pay for her services, and
cently, in an action at lhe head waters of mining that his offence, of rank murder in give receipts therefor, and to do all things as J HEREBY give to my son, James A. publicly to acknowledge its mighty efficacy, ia
C
ook
,
his
time
till
he
arrives
to
the
age
Trinity, between a small party of rangers and the most monstrous form, was bailable !
effectually as though she was of full a<*e of twenty one years, and I agree to lay no curing not only consumption, but other fearful
maladies, which we have heretofore believed in
without reference to me.
N. Y. American.
150 Indians.
claim to his future earnings, he being at lib- I curable. Our contempt for the discoveror of this,
JOTHAM ESTES.
erty to trade and manage for himself. And 1! medicine was at once swallowed up. in our utter
The Phenix Bank has commenced the
Kennebunk, Dec. 25, 1837.
Latest from Texas.—By the schooner
hereby give notice that 1 shall pay no debts of astonishment of these unexpected results; and as
Watchman, arrived yesterday, we have re payment of its notes in specie, and will be
an amend for our abuse of him, we do frankly
his contracting after this date.
followed
by
some
others
in
a
short
time
which
ceived the Houston Telegraph of Dec. 6.
confess to the world that we believe him a phi
GIDEON
COOK.
are
in
the
condition
of
the
Phenix
Bank,
' Isubscriber having contracted with
lanthropist, who does honor to the profession
This paper is filled with a correspondence be
Sanford, Dec. 26, 1837.
and to our country, which gave him birth.
the town of Kennebunk, to support
tween Gen. Hunt, of Texas, and Mr. For with no notes out to take in. The circula®?o4°i
C
n
e
Pl
?
enix
Bank
on
the
lst
inst
"
’
as
The recent adoption of this medicine into some
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
syth, Secretary of State for this government.
Notice.
the specie
in vault
$208,862.![ ©gives notice, that he has maue
made buiiaoie
suitable pro*
pro- Z^4AME into the enclosure of the subscri- or our European Hospitals is a sufficient guaran
Gen. Hunt had written to Mr. Forsyth urg rpi «
»
»«un Q-wvOjOv^»
ing the annexation of Texas to the Union. lhe deposits amount to $891,921, and will be visio» Tor them, and hereby forbids all per
'n
November last, a young ty that it performs all it promises. It needed not
current hanlfbin^
redeemed in nnrrant
__’ntirthroth-i.«
.
__ J
f
our testimony, for wherever it is used, it is it&
sons u„..i
harboring or trusting any of the Paupers »H EEP, with a crop from the right ear and own
Mr. Forsyth writes back that such cannot be.
best witness.
of said town on his account or on account of a sht in the same. The owner is requested
Gen. Hunt writes back a farewell letter to er banks resume specie payments.
of
Herman Etmuller, M. D.
the town, as he will pay no bill for their to prove property, pay charges and take her
___
»V. Y. Express.
our Secretary of State, in which he states
Walter Van Gault, M. D.
support.
the disposition of the Texian people to open
away.
LEMUEL MILLER, Jun.
Adolphus Werner, M.D
Kennebunk-port, January 7, 1838.
a commercial intercourse and form a connec
ABEL M. BRYANT.
N O TIC E.’
Germany, December 10, 1836.
Kennebunk,
May
1,
1837.
ly
tion with the kingdoms of Great Britain and Ip^/HEREAS Daniel Merrill hasfrequent0?=OLIVER BOURN Agent for Ken.
Slanley’s Patent Itotary
France.—New Orleans Picayune.
VJ
ly complained to me that the fence
nebunk and Kennebunk-port.
Goshen Cheese.
and bars leading into the fields and pastures,
Cooking Stove.
The above medicine is for sale by most of the°Fa superior quality
From Texas.—We have slips from New which he occupies, belonging to me, are of
OUR of the above Stoves are offered for Post
Masters in America.
just received from New
Orleans to Dec. 30. The Bulletin has advi ten left down, by people passing through the
sale by the subscriber. These stoves,
; 1 hereby authorize him to forbid York and for sale by
ces from Metamoras to the 19th. The re- same
1
for all the purposes of cooking, saving of la
NOTICE.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
Ibor and fuel, are surpassed by none in exist
ported invasion from Mexico was unfounded. all
’ people from trespassing* thereon.
Dec.
16,
1837.
(
The report, arose from the advance of lOOfj
HIS may certify that I have relinquish
JOHN HOVEY.
ence. For further particulars inquire of Dr.
ed all claim to the services and earn
Kennebunk, Dec. 18,1837.
troops destined to operate against the CaSmart or Mr. William Hackett of this place.
ings of my son, Joseph Hatch, a minor, un
manches.—Boston Pat.
,
istory
of
kennebunk
port
,
T
„
PORTER
HALL.
HE subscriber hereby forbids all persons
der the age of twenty-one years, and that he
from its first discovery by BartholoKennebunk, Dec. 13, 1837.
nr roimeJn«
La? a,!vicCS «?“ Brazil brought intel- lands infrom
hTs naftttintr
o^„°/
e,,aæiDg
'he
is, free to
act and ...
trade for1 uiujseii,
himself; aim
and mat
that It
; mew Gosnold, May 14, 1602, to A. D. 1837.
--------- ,----------------- —___________ ■
.
w
ti7
I By Charles Bradbury. Just published and B Th ’ J?ShTE BACKING-believed ’ o.°con'.Iaotl X mEg^“6 f°r any deb‘S
ligence of a change of Ministry in that Gov- !
w n n
» «ANIEL MERRILL. | for sale by
ernment.
1 Wells,
d. REMICH.
------Dec. 18, 1837,
_ jf the
kindkind
in the
i |
to be the best article
of the
in the
JAMES HATCH
Kennebunk, Sept. 21, 1837.
market.
For sale by
p. REM ICH, I
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Vol. xxix.
Of Ktniw»«'*

jAP MAINE PALL*

Twodollars per annum, if P™’

except al uai
C n til all arrearages are pal
^publisher does not hold hims

■

gazette
Report

of the

& PAL
Secretar

fllongtbe documents accornpi
()er,is lhe report from the'
whjch contains the followm
.relation to the public works in

Monument on Steele's ledge
upended balance of the a,
this monument was, at the las
gress, reappropriated lor |>
lhe vicinity of the monument
The funds have been place
of an agent, but no report hi
warded.
T
Breakwater on Stanford s L
harbor.—A contract for 401 y
ner extremity of this break w;
in September, 1836; about J
were laid last fall, and the wh<
ly completed.
Two other contracts wer
spring for 172 yards additiona
probably be completed this se
vf 1,700 feet, containing 20,00(
stone.

On account of the difficulty
the mass under water, the
probably not be done by co
stone will be purchased and
the Government.
The agent reports that tin
breakwater already constrm
found efficacious in keeping
swell that formerly swept 01
high water, and caused much
shipping in the harbor.
Piers at Kennebunk, Maine
priation of July, 1836, for this
until lhe .present season, in
the late period at which it bet
has been entirely expended.
The pier-head and a consii
of the pier proper are nearly ci
Three hundred and sixty-fiv
lobe constructed, of which KT
diately be built, as the old pie
and will soon be washed awa
lor the amount will be submit

It appears, also, from the Rt
en thousand, four hundred am
(Iqllars and 32 cents, have bee
towards the completion of tl
mouth of Kennebunk river, c
Tending on the 30th Sept, la
I follows: $4,498 32 unexpend
I appropriation of 1836 and $301

■ in 1837. The agent had rend
| up to the 30th Sept, last, for $:

ing in his hands at that date $The above named sum ol
remitted to the agent as follow
of 1836, $1,981—1st quarter 0
I 2d do. do. $3,236—3d do. do.

agent reports the expenditures
ter of 1836 and of the 1st am
I 1837, at $836 66, and for th

I W at $2,187 24.
, In the “estimate of apj
1 1838,” submitted by the S
¿Treasury, at the commencei
I ent session of Congress, is—“
I bunk, $8000”!!!

In the list of works projecte
of Engineers (among the Doct
panying the Report of the Sec
I but which are not yet comme

Fort at the Narrows of Penr
I - garrison, in peace 50, war 5
rort Preble, Portland liar
.garrison, in peace 50, war 300.
rort on House Island, Pon I
.guns-garrison, in peace 25, v
And in “ a statement showi
« points along the sea front
^uire protection, and for wh
: '^j^have yet been made b
Wneers,” the following are

ari"’'ll'emoulll>>rKennel
fcl’.'" 50’ wnr 3°o

M”«s-ga,TO„ni h
J h“S“,Mnach“l™'h« 5
", m >e«M 25, w„,. 850.
Mount Deswt ¡s|a|
' S. 'I’n“50’
P'«10.w"nCi£',e’25 . ....

^0>'ks at St. George’s bay
an,|ai

~Z7.

F

T

H

T

Wells, Dec. I, 1837.

io peace asX ' n

|fao.
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